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are closed. The other thing is that we madeChairman
investigations very much a main feature of the bid

1. Good afternoon, and welcome to the Public that we put into the Comprehensive Spending
Accounts Committee. This afternoon we are looking Review for 2000 and, as a consequence of that, we are
at the Comptroller and Auditor General’s Report on having a substantial increase of the order of one
theCharityCommission’s regulation of charities.We million pounds being spent on investigative work
welcome Mr Stoker, who is our witness today. which comes on line next spring inApril 2002. Those,
Would you like to introduce your colleague? I would say, are the headlines.
(Mr Stoker) My colleague is Simon Gillespie who

3. Thank you verymuch. There is a criticism raisedis the Director of Operations, Chairman.
in paragraph 2.10 of the report that sometimes your

2. Thank you very much. This is a very important inquiries do not go beyond the original cause for
subject. There are 185,000 charities, two million concern. I think there is a particular case, I think it is
trustees. In the past this Committee has been quite case two, which mentions the problem. Would you
critical but there have been improvements. I will not like to answer that question? How are you ensuring
ask you to detail those improvements but you will you do not get your people just to look at the original
have the opportunity during the course of the cause for concern but actually seek to go behind the
afternoon to show what progress you are making. I picture, as it were, and see what is causing the
will go straight into asking a few questions so that I problem?
can open up some issues formy colleagues. There has (MrStoker) The thing here is that a lot of attention
been some criticism in the past and it is mentioned is paid in the new procedures to what happens at the
again in this report that when problems arise in outset of an inquiry. Among other things there is a
charities the Commission’s investigations are not prompt there for study officers to consider what they
always as rigorous and thorough as they should be. need by way of professional advice. A feature of the
What assurances can you give us on this matter, way that things are working, and will work in the
Mr Stoker? future, is you will have little running teams whichwill
(Mr Stoker) The assurances I can give you, include a manager who is overseeing the study officer

Chairman, are that we recognise and have done generally, plus often a lawyer and/or an accountant,
something about the difficulties. Over the past 18 and from that process you will get a more rounded
months we have actually reviewed the procedures for picture and amore rounded initial study of the issues
carrying out investigations pretty much from top to in the report. The other thing that the regular
bottom and for the first time we have put the result of monthly review by line managers in the line is
that into a comprehensive manual for investigations supposed to achieve is exactly to keep track of where
staff which addresses a great many of the particular the investigation is going, what issues are coming up
points which are raised in the NAO’s Report, and always what the exit strategy or the next step
including issues like selecting and allocating resource should be. These new procedures are very much
to investigations on the grounds of a structured designed to have a broad mind, where that is
analysis of risk, such things also as regular monthly required, on the subject at issue.
reviews in the management line of each investigation
as it proceeds, the construction of a proper study 4. Let us just stay on case two for a moment, which

is on page 18, and refers to unauthorised streetplan for each investigation and an organised and
consistent approach to follow-up once investigations collection and a concern that we have, presumably
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you have, to help local authorities combat these. information including, for example, reports on our

investigations for the first time since last year. ThatWould you like to share with the Committee the
name of the charity involved in case two? has had a considerable effect in pre-empting what

might previously have come to us as specific case(Mr Stoker) I will indeed share it with the
inquiries. We have also done a great deal of work onCommittee if that is what you and they would wish,
reviewing and integrating the helplines throughbut I would just point out that to my knowledge the
which we give guidance to telephone enquirers. Thatcharity concerned has not had any prior notice that
is now an integrated operation and we are movingthey are likely to be identified this afternoon in a
towards the aspiration of a full contact centrepublic forum.
approach for aspects like that. The common feature5. We will deal with that in private session, thank in this, and in many other features of the work thatyou very much. Do you want to make any general we are trying to do, is we are trying to get thecomment about unauthorised street collections? maximum return from what we spend and to reach(Mr Stoker) Yes, I could say a fair bit about the maximum number of people through all theunauthorised street collections but perhaps what I avenues open to us, including the website.would say on case two is this is definitely not one of

our best or better cases. It has been followed up and 9. That is all I want to ask you on that subject,
the review that is referred to at the end in the investigating charities, because colleagues can come
commentary has been carried out but there are back on those points. I want to ask you a couple of
continuing concerns with this charity and an inquiry questions on registering and supporting charities.
is now open into it. The charities themselves have to carry out their own

checks to ensure that all new trustees are suitable.6. We will come back to that in private session, if
What evidence do you have that these checks arewe may, at the end. There is some concern that
being carried out properly and are effective, or indeedsometimes once you have made these inquiries, and I
that they take place?know you are doing your best on that front, you have
(Mr Stoker) The evidence that we have so far isdifficulty ensuring that the charities are actually

that the picture is patchy.We have done some surveyimplementing the agreed recommendations. Is this a
work on this for the purpose of a study that we areconcern for you? What steps are you taking to
piloting for our thematic reports. We do think that itovercome this problem?
is an area where advice needs to be codified and(Mr Stoker) It is a concern for me that before we
brought together and we are planning to do that thishad the new procedures codified there was not a
financial year.consistent approach to this issue. What the new

instructions now include is consistent arrangements 10. Okay. Can I ask you one question about
for closing inquiries which specifically require an administration. I was sitting in the International
action plan to be put in place and revisited a suitable Development Standing Committee yesterday when
period on. The failsafe would be six months but it the Minister said that the administration costs for
might be more or less in a particular case. I think this charities range from five to 12 per cent, quite a wide
is a message that we have picked up and are very range. Are you happy with that very wide range?
much trying to build into the way that we do this (MrStoker) I think a wide range is inevitable given
work. the enormous diversity of charities and the kind of

work that they do. If I could just give a couple of7. Case five on page 21, I think, shows different
examples. If you have a charity which is a hands-onparts of the Commission are operating different
operatorwhich is delivering a service, like care for thepolicies. Would it be fair to say that your
disabled or elderly, the chances are that is going toinvestigatory staff are under enormous pressure? We
have quite a high administrative cost level. If, on theare talking about 185,000 charities. Do you think
other hand, what you have is a charity which is athey have the resources to deal with the problem
large, old-fashioned endowed charity whose businessadequately and to reassure the public that in this
is to give grants you would expect to see a very, veryhuge area things are not happening that should not
much smaller percentage of total cost going onbe happening that you are not aware of?
administration. You have to look very carefully at(Mr Stoker) This is page 21?
categories of charities within charity as a whole and

8. Case five. You do not have to worry too much the picture is a complex one. On the wider question
about finding your place in things, just deal with the though, I think that there is certainly scope for
general point. It is the pressure on your investigatory bringing pressure to bear and certainly scope for
staff given the vast area they have to cover. bringing attention to bear on the performance of
(Mr Stoker) Yes. You are always going to have a charities in this and in similar respects and we intend

problem of where you put your resource if you have to do our bit in developing that.
got 500-odd people and £21 million and 185,000

11. The important thing here is transparency andcharities in the catchment that you are trying to
the vital role of the annual reports. What role do youregulate. Inevitably that means priorities and
see for your Commission in ensuring greaterchoices, including some things taking lower as well as
transparency in comparing the performance ofhigher priorities. The way that we think this needs to
different charities with regard to the annual reports?be managed is actually to apply resources as smart as
(Mr Stoker) Part of it is the basic ground work ofwe can. Examples of that would be the extent to

having the accounting standards and reportingwhich we rely these days on information technology.
standards codified and out there. Before accountingFive years ago we did not have a website and now we
periods beginning in early 1997 there was nohave a website with extensive information and

guidance on it, together with other relevant standard consistent set of accounting standards that
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charities observed. We introduced those in 1995 for you are changing the whole culture of your

Commission to take this proactive role to seek outperiods subsequent to early 1997 and we updated
them in 2000. The introduction of that was itself a big and deal with abuses?
forward step, and there were changes in 2000 aimed (Mr Stoker) I am, Chairman, yes. We have got a
to encourage charities to give a better and more major increase in activity coming up next spring. If
rounded picture of their activities than had been the you look at the areas where that is happening, it is
case up to then. The cases in the NAO Report show, happening in IT, which is partly connected to the
and I think I would agree that they show, a general Government targets but which has a big spin-off in
need, that transparency and accountability has not terms of communications and influencing the world
yet taken root as much as it needs to in that area. We out there, there is putting a more proactive and
intend to keep up the pressure through our general structured approach, a regulatory approach, on to
contacts with charities to improve the standard of the visits that we make to charities, there are
narrative reporting as far as we can. We are also in investigations where, as you will have seen from the
discussion with the Performance and Innovation figures in the report, one of the trends here
Unit who are, of course, considering this as one of the historically is that more and more of what we do is
matters in the study that they are doing that they generated from our own monitoring and our own
have rightly, I think, seen as an area for priority. resources, and we are also doing for the first time

thematic reports taking a leaf, if you like, out of the12. Figure three shows that one of the risks faced NAO’s book to take a cross-cutting look at issues inby the charitable sector is poor governance. What is the sector out there and use that to highlight goodthe Commission doing to tackle this risk of poor practice, bad practice and areas that need attention.governance? I think those are all very proactive things.(MrStoker) I think that practically everything that Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Stoker. Mrwe do has got a bearing on this. The work that the Alan Williams.Commission does is aiming to produce good
governance and good practice generally on matters
of regulatory concern through the life cycle of a

Mr Williamscharity. The way that we deal with registrations is
aimed at spotting and handling risks of this kind at 16. Thank you, Chairman. May I apologise to
that stage. A lot of the work that we do in the Committee colleagues and to the witnesses for the
mainstream charity case work is involved with, if you fact I have to leave early, and that is why I have come
like, preventative work to give charities the advice in early, but today is the day of the great
and guidance that they need to operate properly parliamentary occasion of the year, theWelshGrand
within governance parameters which are acceptable. Committee. I have already missed a part of it and I
We monitor an awful lot to see what the actual want to be in for the end, my apologies. May I say it
picture out there is on the ground andwe do thatwith is good to see someone new here because my
the accounts each year of every charity which raises recollection is your predecessors were not happy. I
or spends more than £10,000. Of course, if all else remember the Committee being infuriated by the
fails there is evaluation and investigation. The whole complacency and the lack of responsiveness. I am
thing is a continuum which addresses governance hopeful from what I have read that will be a thing of
issues right across everything that we do. the past. In the spirit of wanting to help you, which

is the purpose of this Committee as well as having to13. Can I ask you about charity support cases. We
monitor what you are doing, I see that you aresee from paragraph 3.13 that the average time taken
seeking access to the Police National Computer toto clear cases has increased from 80 days to 112 days.
check the suitability of prospective trustees for new(Mr Stoker) Yes.
charities. Is that application going favourably to the

14. Are you happy with this trend? best of your knowledge?
(MrStoker) I am not happywith that trend but the (Mr Stoker) This is a long running story, Mr

hard truth is if you are in a position where your Williams, and the person who is most up-to-date on
resources and budget are capped for six years so you it is my colleague, Mr Gillespie.
are being cut in real terms by 11 per cent over a period

17. In that case, to save us going over the samethen something sometimes has to give if at the same
ground twice, can I ask the second part of thetime you are getting a case work increase in demand
question which is what puzzles me is that you are notof 42 per cent. I am not happy with it. The comfort I
seeking a role relating to the suitability of trusteestake from it, to the extent that I do take comfort, is
appointed by existing charities, only new charities.that the customer surveys which we have now started
Can you encompass in your answer, if possible, bothto do—we did the first last year—showed that 83 per
aspects of this?cent of our customers were content with the standard
(Mr Gillespie) I will take them both together, if Ithat we delivered and only two per cent were

might do. Firstly, the Police National Computer isdissatisfied.
something of a long running saga. I think it is true to

15. A very last question to wrap up. This say that we would welcome any support that is given
Committee in the past has been critical of you, that by this Committee in continuing our negotiations
your attitude has been to enforce legislation, you for access.
have not had a sufficiently proactive role. Of course,

18. What is the obstacle? Is it data protection?charities operate under a very traditional framework,
many of them have been set up for a long time, but (Mr Gillespie) There are elements of data

protection. The Commission does not have a clearwe live in a very different world now and charities are
really business organisations. Are you satisfied that statutory mandate to have access to this information
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so, therefore, it is a question of persuasion and casework we do every year, which as you will have

seen from the report is well over 40,000 and we areconvincing rather than being able to hit with an Act
of Parliament, for example. That access will be talking here about double figure complaints. The

trend so far is that about 30 per cent of theavailable to authorised Commission staff if we are
given access in the first place and that will be Independent Complaints Reviewer’s findings are

partly or entirely upholding complaints. Withinavailable for all aspects of the Commission’s work
but it will obviously all be carefully controlled and those there is 20 per cent, in other words two-thirds

of the 30 per cent, which on experience so far havethe Police National Computer Authority will make
sure that we are properly regulated in that respect. As been acknowledged and, where appropriate, rectified

and apologised for through internal procedures, so itfar as checking trustee details generally is concerned,
we do conduct a number of checks at the moment as is really only the ten per cent on top that have not

been addressed by internal procedures.far as the visits programme, checks into trustees that
are already in charities. There is a huge scale issue 22. I gather that there are still 30 complaintshere. As the Chairman has mentioned, there are a undergoing investigation.large number of trustees and inmany cases those turn (Mr Stoker) Yes.over quite regularly, sometimes as often as annually
in the case of Parent-Teachers’ Associations, for 23. If the same proportion applies there, and there

is little reason to suspect it will be different, it willexample. Trying to keep track of everyone I think
would be an impossible task, so we will be looking to mean another eight cases of maladministration held

against you bringing the total to 24, which is quitetarget our resources and our access on areas of risk,
not just on those trustees coming on to the Register considerable however many cases you are handling.
of new charities. (Mr Stoker) One is too many, Mr Williams. When

we actually introduced the Independent Reviewer
19. I can understand the logic of wanting to deal last year there was a certain amount of unease about

with new appointees but I would have thought the what would follow for the organisation. What we
same logic applies under new charities or old have found is that it is a process which enables us very
charities, the same principle applies, and at least if much to learn lessons from what has gone wrong in
you cannot deal with the backlog you can start the past so we can diminish the chances that the same
ensuring that newcomers to both sections, old and things will go wrong in the future. In that report the
new charities, are monitored effectively. Reviewer herself does say that she feels we have
(Mr Gillespie) We are trying to approach this on a actually been quite quick and quite eager to learn

risk basis. We already do trustee background checks those lessons and to feed them back into our
into all of the charities that are visited as part of the casework.
review visits programme. That is being piloted at the

24. That is fair enough and it does commend yourmoment with 150 visits and as part of the newmoney
responsiveness and the speed with which you havethat goes up to 600 visits next year, so we will be
responded when they supported criticisms againstlooking at the trustees of 600 charities.
you. Now let us look briefly at your procedures. I

20.Within the legalities I would hope that possibly think all of us will think in constituency terms and
when the Committee, and obviously it is a collective people with complaints against the Benefits Agency,
decision, comes to consider our report we will give the CSA and so on, more often than not pick up the
whatever support we can to you in that ambition phone rather than write a letter because many people
because it seems an entirely logical one, certainly to do not like writing letters, many people do not feel
me.Now I amafraidwemove to slightlymore critical confident articulating their concerns in letters. I
things. I only received this morning, and it is my fault understand if someone phones in you require the
I did not open the envelope, my colleagues probably complaint against yourselves to be put in writing.
received this earlier, a report from the Independent Does this become an excluding process? I think of
Complaints Reviewer. elderly people, people who lack literacy, people who
(Mr Stoker) Yes. do lack knowhow, people even from ethnic

backgrounds with linguistic difficulties. Does this not21. And she refers to complaints now against you put an unnecessary obstacle in their way?yourselves. We will first of all deal with that and then (Mr Stoker) That is certainly not the intention,MrI will let you deal with complaints against charities. Williams.As far as you yourselves are concerned, we are told
that they have carried out and completed 25. I am not asking if it is the intention. I am sure
investigations into 59 allegations of it is not the intention but I know what it is like sitting
maladministration against your organisation—I do across a desk from a constituent who can hardly
not know how far back they go, there has been a speak any English and you are trying to fish out
backlog I assume—ofwhich 16were fully or partially information. The idea that they could go away and
upheld. That is over one in four and that is somewhat write a letter explaining their problem is just beyond
worrying. Are you concerned about it? How could it sustenance.
reach this proportion? (Mr Stoker) The point at issue and the purpose of
(Mr Stoker) Yes, I am concerned about it, Mr asking for a complaint in writing is simply to have

Williams. I think you have to see it in context which certainty for the organisation that you know what it
is that this is the slice of complaints against the is that you are dealing with. One of the features that
organisation which it cannot or has not succeeded in struck me from looking at the back catalogue, as it
resolving according to its own internal procedures. were, of Commission’s complaints cases was that
This is the fine end of what in itself is not a huge complaints are sometimes hard to pin down, they do

change and they do develop, when complainantsnumber of complaints given the numbers of bits of
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receive an answer that they do not welcome they shift ill, a lot of people are ill in hospital for fairly long

periods and many of these may indeed be involvedtheir ground. The intention in asking for it in writing
is purely so that we know what it is and it cannot with various charitable bodies. Three months seems

rather arbitrarily brief. How did you arrive at it andactually continually develop in a kind of circular
direction, no more than that. are you open-minded or is it your decision to

reconsider it? Who decides what the ICR should
26. We now have a follow-on product arising from look at?

that which is, as we understand from the briefing we (Mr Stoker) It is basically, I think up to us toreceived from theNAO,most complaints, in fact, are decide. Yes, we can actually vary that. I am notmade by telephone - and that we understand, but conscious of it having been a difficulty during thethen it goes on to say that the Commission does not pilot although I am aware that some people wouldrecord all of the complaints received and, as yet, like the whole procedure to be much more radicallyreports only those received in writing. This leaves an retrospective than that.enormous gap in your accountability to us and to the
public and, indeed, in relation to your statutory 29. Do you have records of cases that have been
duties if we do not have this sort of information.Why turned down because they are out of time?
do you not try to get that information, try to collect (Mr Stoker) Yes, we do.
it? You have got the information, why do you not try

30. Do you have them to hand or would one ofto record it?
your advisers sitting behind you have the figures, or(Mr Stoker) I think the difficulties very much are
have a ballpark figure? If not, could you put it in asimply with knowing what is a complaint. A passing
note to us.comment from somebody on the phone who has had
(Mr Stoker) I do not have it to hand but I woulda frustrating morning trying to find something out

be happy to put in a note about how out of time thefrom a number of sources, for example, would be
out of time refusals have been.2something that ideally I think we would capture and
MrWilliams: Tomy regretmy time is up but thankwewould score as a complaint sowe could keep a line

you very much and my apologies, again, for havingof numbers. The kind of complaint we would expect
to dive out.to have in writing is really one where there is not an
Chairman: Thank you, Mr Williams. Davidexpression of dissatisfaction as such in isolation but

Rendel.somebody who is pursuing something that they want
changed or put right or that they want an apology
for. In a way I think that we are comparing perhaps
oranges with apples but I agree with you that we Mr Rendel
ought to, if we can, find

31. Thank you, Chairman. Am I right in saying,ways to count both at least.1
Mr Stoker, that you have been doing some sort of a

27. As you are both new to the post and cannot be consultation on the status of sport as to whether that
held responsible for things that have gone wrong should be of charitable status?
before, could I suggest that you go away and consider (Mr Stoker) Yes.
the possibility of running a pilot scheme on this for a

32. Has the consultation been completed?while to see whether there is any useful information
(Mr Stoker) It has, yes.as to how you might modify your procedures that

could be obtained as a result of recording all 33. What are the results of that?complaints and not just reporting on those which are (Mr Stoker) We are announcing the results onwritten? I am not asking you to commit yourself but Friday, Mr Rendel.will you go away and consider it?
(Mr Stoker) Yes, I am quite happy to go away and 34. So you do not want to tell me now because it

consider that. will spoil your press release?
(Mr Stoker) It is linked to other Government28. Okay. I must be running near the end of my Departments’ announcements so it is a bit difficult totime and colleagues watch very closely that you do go into too much detail. The consultation which wenot run 30 seconds over because you run into carried out envisaged some expansion of thesomeone else’s time. There are some complaints recognition of charitable status in the direction ofwhich the Independent Reviewer is not even allowed sport which effectively promoted health, and I expectto look at and these cover statutory decisions which that, broadly speaking, that will be the kind ofgive you a rather absolutist power if they cannot be announcement we will be making. The other point isexamined. Also you have introduced, and I that a great deal of sport is already charitable, eitherunderstand why you have to have some sort of cut- because it is concerned with young people andoff date, a rule that complaints that are not referred education or because it is concerned with meetingwithin three months of the completion of your special needs.internal complaints procedure are then ruled out of

date. Threemonths seems rather early. People can be 35. The second general question is what are the
restrictions on a charity running a business of some
sort? Obviously a lot of charities run shops but they1Note by witness: Since the start of November 2001, the

Commission, on a trial basis, has begun recording the may run other businesses too to make money. What
number of complaints made by telephone and cleared by are the restrictions on that, particularly if they are
operations staff. The published guidance on making nothing to do with their normal charitable purpose?
complaints says that people can make a complaint by
telephone, or by asking to speak to the Customer

2 Ev 18, Appendix 1.Complaints Manager.
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(Mr Stoker) The basic restriction on that is where 41. But if you do not chase them up, and this is the

case and you have asked for them, what will happen,there is a commercial activity which is not connected
even though it is a statutory responsibility?to the primary purposes of a charity our approach is
(Mr Stoker) They will continue to get reminders.basically to require it to be carried on separately. You

can have a business which is set up effectively for the 42. That is all, you just go on and on reminding
purposes of a charity as a separate entity which is them that they have not sent in the accounts?
then able to covenant its profits back with tax (Mr Stoker) It is really a question of priority. The
advantages to the charity itself. The separateness of Enforcement Team does look at the larger charities
the operations is very important from the point of on grounds of cost, but one of the recommendations
view of accountability and transparency. that is made in the NAOReport which will affect this

is we might address this issue simply by putting the36. Thank you. I do not think I quite understand
record, the filing record, of charities on the website.that. Are you saying that any business, if it says that
That is something that we can do, indeed it isall of its profits will go to charity, can then run as one
something that we have done. In a sense there is anbody or has to run as two bodies in some way?
element of name and shame. If anybody then goes to(Mr Stoker) No, the business can run as one body, the Register and looks at a particular charity’s entryit is just that if you have a charity and a business they they will be able to see that charity is overdue.have to run as two bodies. If you think of it in terms
43. But that is the only action you take. If a charityof, for example,—

has an income or expenditure in your view between
37. If, for instance, you had a trust which was £10,000 and £100,000 it may get named and shamed

going to give all of its money to whatever charity it and reminder letters but no other action is taken to
chose but, for example, owned a large amount of ensure that it sends in its accounts, even though
land on which it rented offices or whatever, then perhaps by that time it has gone over £100,000? If the
would that be run as one business or two? last report was four years earlier it might now have
(Mr Stoker) It all depends on the relationship with an income of more than £100,000.

the charity that gets the money, Mr Rendel. (Mr Stoker) If the last report was four years earlier
we will have been chasing it to see if it was still active.

38. I am suggesting that there is a trust that gives
44. Sending reminder letters.out money to whatever charity it wishes to give
(Mr Stoker) The number of charities in thosemoney to.

categories, of course, since 1999 has come down very(Mr Stoker) A trust of that kind could itself be
considerably from something over 18,000 tocharitable and might not need to have a separate
something around 700 at the time of the report here.structure at all. It could also own land and other
There is that action which has certainly affected aproperty and if it owned those as investments rather
number of charities in this category.than as some kind of component in a business that
45. Those ones you are talking about here are thewould not necessarily require a change in structure.

ones where you have heard nothing at all. You may
39. If it wanted to develop that land it would then have heard that they have sent in their annual report

have to have a change in structure, is that what you and who are the trustees and that sort of thing but
are saying? have not actually sent in the accounts.
(Mr Stoker) It would depend quite a lot on the (Mr Stoker) I think we would regard that as odd.

circumstances. It would depend on the basis of the 46. I should hope so.interest that the bodies had in each other and vice (Mr Stoker) That might well get chased up. Theversa. It is a little difficult to deal with in isolation but fact is there are lots of things that could bring these
I would be very happy to look at any individual case charities to our attention and when we have got a
you have in mind. reason to chase them we will. The fact is also

although there are 120,000 of these charities below40. The next question refers to figure 14 on page 29
£10,000 a year, so they are very large numerically, itof the report. In the bottom right-hand corner there
does come back to the fact that they only account—it states that the follow-up for charities not returning

their accounts and annual reports will take place for 47. I am talking about the ones between £10,000
those whose annual income or expenditure is over and £100,000.
£100,000 if the return is two months late. They are (Mr Stoker) Even they only account for something

like, I think, five per cent of charitable incomes.referred to the Enforcement Unit. Does that mean
that you never follow-up those with an income 48. I am still concerned if all you do is send follow-
between £10,000 and £100,000? up letters. I entirely take your point that it is more
(Mr Stoker) No. All charities get reminders. They important to go after the bigger ones first and if they

get reminders on annual returns being due at the are two months late you immediately get after them
eight month period, in other words two months but I would have thought there should be some
before they fall overdue, and at the tenmonth period. procedure under which even those between £10,000
What then happens really on the basis of risk is we and £100,000 you do not leave them forever with just
concentrate enforcement activity on £100,000-plus. follow-up letters or putting it on the web.
If, however, there was some sort of reason that came (Mr Stoker) I accept that is an entirely reasonable
to our attention from any source, whether it was our point of view. I think what this comes back to
monitoring or somebody who told us about ultimately is the fact that resources are not infinite,
something they knew, then certainly we would not that we have a limited but I think perfectly

reasonable envelope of resources to use. As I said inrefrain from chasing up a smaller charity’s accounts.
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response to the Chairman’s question earlier, that (Mr Stoker) I would expect that to get flushed out

by accounts monitoring because any charity whichdoes mean prioritisation and that does sometimes
mean things taking a lower as well as a higher has actually got very large amounts of assets is likely,

in the nature of things, to have large amounts ofpriority. I can perfectly understand the rationale of
your feelings on that but it does come down to hard income.
decisions about priority.

53. To get £100,000 income you would have to
have a very large amount of assets if you are just

49. But the priority surely grows as the length of doing nothing, many millions of assets.
time since they last submitted something grows? (MrStoker) But if it is over £10,000 and it has large
(Mr Stoker) Yes. amounts of assets and the amount of its expenditure

in relation to its income is small then it will trip a
trigger and it will generate a referral from the50. And, therefore, eventually they become a
monitoring group to be further investigated byhigher priority I would have thought than some of
various bits of the Commission.the others higher up?

(Mr Stoker) Yes, which is why we have got the 54. Are you talking about after four years or
because you have not had the accounts in? I thoughtarrangement that when they have been out of touch

with us for four years— No, I beg your pardon. If it was only over £100,000 income that you actually
look at if it has not got the accounts in. What I amyou are talking about £10,000 and £100,000, if we

have not had any submission from them for four saying is you could have just under £100,000 income
on a very large asset base and you would not look atyears then they will come into the arrangements for

identifying inactive charities,3 which has been very it for four years.
successful in getting things down from 18,000-odd to (Mr Stoker) It is possible but, again, it is quite
700 at the time of this report and less now.4 difficult to envisage in the abstract. I would expect

charities basically with very large asset bases to have
appreciable income.51. Can I come on to those because Iwas interested

in what I call the obsolete charities as well. Firstly, 55. They would but your income is never going to
why as long as four years because that does seem be more than, whatever it is, five per cent of your
quite a long time for a charity to be out of touch? In asset base. Can we go on from that. Of the 18,800
my experience of these things if a charity has been out charities that you have removed from the Register
of touch for that long it is probably because the last between September and 2001, according to
trustee has now died and it is difficult to get in touch paragraph 4.6, howmany of those were removed and
with anybody. Who remembers four years later who how many have you re-established contact with?
was the trustee of a particular charity? People lose (Mr Stoker) I am afraid I do not have that split to
their treasurers, do they not, and you find bank hand but I would be quite happy to—
accounts without anybody able to sign the checks. (Mr Gillespie) I can fill in the detail there, if it is
(Mr Stoker) I think the point here is there is an helpful, Mr Rendel. Of the nearly 19,000 we

interaction between the enforcement arrangements established contact with the vast majority of those
on charities that do not send in their accounts and the and we are now down on a year to date figure of 495
arrangements on charities that do not send in their of those 18,800. About half of those charities, of the
Register updates. If one of the charities that has been order of 9,000, are still existing, are still running quite
out of touch for as long as four years has also been of happily, they just had not bothered to tell us
a significant size financially it will actually have fallen effectively. The other 9,000 we have removed having
foul of the chasing arrangements and enforcing done checks to make sure there are no significant
arrangements for the £100,000-plus charities that assets there.
apply to accounts and annual returns. It will not have

56. So what has happened to the remainder? Evenbeen left there without attention, it will have been
if they are not significant they have probably gotchased for its accounts and returns and that would
something. Did they just disappear, you have losthave had the effect of chasing it for its Register
contact with them?update.
(Mr Gillespie) I think this becomes an issue of the

riskmanagement, that we have tomake a decision on
52. That is quite true of the ones over £100,000 but whetherwe think it is significant enough to go after it.

there must be an awful lot of charities, I would have
57. So what you are saying is that nobody doesthought, that are quite wealthy in terms of their

because it is too small for the Charity Commissionassets but have not got a great income or expenditure
and in practice if one of these charities becomesthat were set up in the 1850s or whatever and may
obsolete and it is a comparatively small amount ofhave grown in terms of the assets over a long time and
money nobody follows it up, that money just sits innobody has been doing anything with that money for
a bank account and it is forgotten about.a long time. If that sort of situation occurs you could
(Mr Gillespie) That is not entirely the case becausebe putting quite large sums at risk if you leave it very

we have a pilot project that we are starting up now tolong before you look into why they have not been in
try to identify exactly those pools of money.We havetouch with you.
recognised that as a potential problem and we have
got action in hand to try to deal with it.3 Ev 18-19, Appendix 1.
Mr Rendel: Thank you.4 Note by witness: As of 31 October 2001, the number of
Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Rendel.charities’ active status to be confirmed stood at 495 out of the

18,800. Ref Q 55. Jon Trickett.
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65. There are two views on that. One is if you leaveJon Trickett
things to discretion you will get very large variations

58. I would like to follow up a couple of things that in practice. I think that is a view that probably should
Mr Rendel raised. The charities which have been be taken and I would have thought some sort of
deleted from the Charities Register, do you have an guidelines should have been given. I just want to
estimate of the amount of assets which they held? follow up on another issue. You are supposed to get,
(Mr Stoker) I do not have an estimate unless my as I understand it, two pieces of paper per year from

colleague does but, by definition, the judgment each charity, one is a Register update and the other
would have been that they were not significant. one is the annual accounts. Presumably quite a few

charities manage to produce one but not the other in59. Presumably they were deleted because you had
any one year. In relation to this four year trigger thatnot heard anything from the trustees? Rather than
you were just speaking about, would the receipt ofthat they had minimal assets, or is that not a factor?
just one of these documents be sufficient to delay the(Mr Stoker) The process is not that you delete
trigger mechanism or do you require compliance inthem from the Register simply because you have not
both matters?heard from them. The process is because you have
(Mr Stoker) If they had been out of touch for fournot heard from them you establish what has

years andwe had not chased themup already becausehappened to them,whether they are operating or not,
they had not sent us accounts they would be at thewhether they have any assets, and then you reach a
level where they did not have to send us accounts.judgment according to what you find. What you find

may be the case described by Mr Rendel, that 66. In your earlier answers you were saying you
effectively the charity ceased to operate and it is might have received a Register update or the annual
extremely difficult to tell preciselywhat has happened accounts but then you were talking about a four year
to assets which were there. If those were significant trigger. I was unclear in my mind that you were clear
we would go after them. that you would pursue them.

(Mr Stoker) Yes.60. What is your definition of the word
“significant“ then? 67. If you received the Register update you might
(Mr Stoker) It is a case by case issue really. think “it is an active charity and we are not going to

pursue it at this stage“, so a number of years might61. You must have a rule of thumb.
pass beyond the four years when you have not(Mr Stoker) I would not care to give a hard and
received the accounts. That is the point I am tryingfast rule of thumb.
to make.

62. Most organisations I know would have some (Mr Stoker) If we have not had the update within
kind of de minimis definition and you would not four years we would be pursuing these charities.
pursue something that was de minimis, but say it was

68. Let us just be clear about words then because£5,000 or £10,000 or £250,000 or whatever, who
you just said the “update“. I assume that means theremakes the decision not to pursue an asset because it
are charities which have regularly updated theiris not significant in your words?
Register but have failed to lodge their accounts and(Mr Stoker) It would be the case officer and line
are not pursued because at least you know somethingmanagers who would make that decision.5
is happening and the updates have been received.

63. And there are no guidelines at all for those You just said if the update is received you would not
people? pursue them.
(Mr Stoker) They would take into account (Mr Stoker) If they have been sending us their

basically what appeared to be at stake in terms of updates and not their accounts we would not pursue
assets that might have been there in the past together them thinking that they were inactive, but if they had
with the likelihood of actually being able to track been sending us their updates and not their accounts
them down and the cost in terms of Commission and they were above the £100,000 a year enforcement
resources in doing so. It is the kind of calculations threshold we would have been chasing them as soon
that regulators are making all the time. as they became due.7

64. I understand that. I would be interested, I do 69. I think I am clear in my own mind and I am
not know if the Committee would be, in a further glad I asked the question. It just seemed to me in a
note as to how that operates. Is it not possible then case where they were updating the Register but
that some case officers are pursuing sums of money failing to deliver the accounts you primarily keep on
that other case officers would not pursue since there sending the reminders. I think you then said that the
are not guidelines across the whole of the number had been reduced from 18,000 down to 700.
Commission? (Mr Stoker) Yes.
(Mr Stoker) In every case you have a judgment

70. What figure was that relating to?which has beenmade by the individual so I would not
(Mr Stoker) That is relating to the charities whichclaim that it is going to be perfectly consistent right

we had not heard anything about for a long time, theacross the board. All I would say is there are so many
apparently inactive charities on the Register.differing factors that can apply in any particular case

that the sum of money is not the only comparison.6 71. So they are people who had not done aRegister
update or an annual account?

5 and 6 Note by witness: Internal guidelines do set out the (Mr Stoker) Yes.
criteria for removal and the de minimis asset level set at
£2,500. My apologies to the Committee for my answers not

7 Ev 18-19, Appendix 1.reflecting that on the day.
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72. But there may be significant numbers of others, external auditors might well be a way of accelerating

progress in a number of areas. Why have you neveror not, we do not know unless you can tell us, which
used that power?are continuing to update the Register but failing to

submit their accounts. (Mr Stoker) I do not know why that power has
never been used, to be perfectly frank.(Mr Stoker) There are not large numbers of those.

80. Why not? I do not understand why you have73. How do you know?
never asked.(Mr Stoker) Because we track the numbers that we
(Mr Stoker) I have looked into these powers. Iget and we stratify the returns that we get for each

must confess I do not knowwhy this power has neverannual round according to different size ranges.
been used. As a matter of fact, it is not the case that

74. How many charities with less than £100,000 the cost of the audit would fall on to the charity,
income have updated the Register but failed to rather it falls on to the trustees themselves. I suspect
deliver their annual accounts? that historically, going back to 1993 and the periods
(Mr Stoker) There are small numbers. There are following the Act, that may be part of the reason.

small differences between the return rates for
81. Okay, but the point I was making was the costaccounts and for updates.8

of external auditors would not fall upon yourselves
75. I want to move on into another area which is and the budgetary implications are not for you. If the

the issue of the Commission’s use of inquiry powers trustees are going to be required to pay for the
which has declined, has it not, substantially over external auditors that would certainly concentrate

minds. I wonder how it is you are head of anrecent years?
organisation which has not used a particular power?(Mr Stoker) Yes, I cannot argue with the figures in
You have not said this is a useless power?the report.
(Mr Stoker) No.

76. Why?
82. And I made the point I think it is a very(Mr Stoker) It is difficult to tell why they have

wonderful one, maybe, and you have notdeclined. It is not that there has been any kind of
contradicted that either. I do not understand whysignal from the Board of Commissioners or the
you have not asked the question and I do notmanagement that they are not there to be used.
understand why you have not issued an edict, if it is

77. But they have declined though, have they not? within your power to issue such things, to ensure that
(Mr Stoker) They have, yes. power is utilised in the future.

(Mr Stoker) Edicts are perhaps not quite the78. Why have they declined? modern style these days but certainly the very clear
(MrStoker) I do not knowwhy they have declined. message that we have sent out for all these powers is

Basically what we have here is a set of investigations if there are cases where they will help to close
which are being managed in each case by inquiry inquiries that people should use them. For example,
officers. They run against whatever difficulties they if you look at powers such as the power to appoint a
find in a particular investigation and they know they receiver and manager there is an increase in that in
have got that panoply of powers there available if the last year in the figures here and that increase is
they want them. The message that we are putting out being sustained into the current year. We are also
is if genuinely using those powers will help to close an running at high levels in the year to date on orders to
investigation then investigating officers should be attend meetings and provide information. It is those
using them. kinds of powers, the ones which are actually there to

break logjams and speed things up, which I agree79. I might just suggest to you that if I was a
with you we ought to use where they are appropriate.manager of a large body like this this would be

exceedingly important management information 83. Perhaps you would go away and ask the
from which I might draw lessons. You have not question that you have not asked so far, why you
drawn lessons because you have not asked the have not used that power.
question as to why this has declined. There is one (Mr Stoker) I have asked the question, I have not
particular power that has never, ever been used, and been able to find out the answer.
it is very striking because I think it would be a useful

84. Perhaps we ought to go back to old-fashionedpower, the imposition of external auditors. Given the
mechanisms like issuing edicts. You said it was oldfact that you have got limited resources, you just told
fashioned or was not the current vogue but perhapsus that you have made a successful bid but you also
if you were to issue edicts you might get answers topointed out that you have been capped for six years,
the question you have asked and have not had theit seems to me it would be quite a useful power to
replies to. I guess my time is running out fairlyexercise since I do not suppose the cost falls on the
quickly but I want to go back to the ICR, theCommission but rather on the charity to see external
Independent Complaints Review. I take it thatauditors being imposed on some of these things.
managers use complaints to guide them in terms ofGiven the fact that we have got delays all over the
internal procedures, or to make it possible to identifyplace in your organisation, have we not, the use of
where there are break downs in the system if one uses
it in an appropriate way. The Reviewer—this is a

8 Note by witness: At September 2001, for accounting periods very interesting document that we have just receivedending between March 1999 and February 2000, 1% fewer
datedNovember this year—really says that your staffcharities, with income or expenditure between £10,000 and
react to complaints in an old-fashioned way and they£100,000, had submitted register updates than had submitted

annual returns and accounts. tend to regard complaints in a negative way. It says
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it in a very gentle way. It says that other public bodies Jon Trickett
might react in such a way. I think the implication is

89. The ICR is there, they made a report to makeyour staff are reacting that way. It goes on to make
it into a committee which you have established, andthe point Mr Williams made, that you do not even
the purpose of establishing the committee was to trylog most of the complaints and there needs to be a
to identify management problems and I do not thinkmassive culture change in your organisation, which
you have indicated to the Committee that you haveyou are attempting to achieve. Mr Williams put it to
learned anything from that process at this stage.you that you ought to consider reviewing all the
(Mr Stoker) I think we have learned a good dealverbal complaints as well as the written ones. That

and we do feed back information from thosewas not a novel proposal, was it, since the ICR has
complaints from the ICR directly into the caseworkmade this suggestion to you in writing? Why have
and the Report does say in the Independentyou not been able to respond to the Committee and
Complaints Reviewer’s own words that she had beensay “that is precisely what we are doing“?
very impressed by the extent to which she has seen(Mr Stoker) I do not think that what Mr Williams
lessons being learnt.said was that we should be reviewing all of the
Jon Trickett: I do not know if that is exactly whatcomplaints that were put to us verbally, I think what

she says but, anyway, I really must not press thehewas sayingwaswe did not count them, and I agree.
Chairman’s patience any longer.

85. I think I said you should be recording them and Chairman: Mr George Osborne?
it is not a novel idea at all, this was suggested here,
and it seems like a very useful suggestion. It might
guide you as to where there are defects in your Mr Osborneorganisation and areas which might be improved.
Why did you not say “this is something we are going 90. Can I pick up on an area of questioning which
to do“? Mr Trickett was exploring with you, which is the use

of your legislative powers. I find it rather(Mr Stoker) AsMrWilliams invited me to, he said
extraordinary that you did not know why the use ofdo not agree now but go away and have a look at it
these powers had declined or why, for example, youand I am very happy to do that. The other thing to
had never used the power to appoint an externalbear in mind is that this whole complaints system is
auditor. Am I correct in saying, and is the Reporta new system and it is a pilot that we introduced
correct in saying at 2.15 that you have never used thebecause wewanted to improve our relations with and
power to reclaim charitable trust assets fromour accountability to our customers. I am not
debarred trustees, or to prosecute for failure topretending that it is perfect yet but I am very happy
provide information?to go away and look at ways that we can get the

measure of recording these complaints. (Mr Stoker) Yes, if it is in the Report it must be.
We have pursued by other means assets from trustees86. Is this an experiment that should be continuing
whose conduct of their charity has beenbeyond the two years then?
unsatisfactory. That is very largely what case one is(Mr Stoker) Yes. about.

87. Good. Finally, you have established a
91. There are other powers. You say you have usedcommittee, which I think is a good idea, no doubt an

other means. Table 10 shows “The Commission’s useinnovation that you introduced, to review the results
of inquiry powers” and shows a dramatic fall inof ICR reports and recommendations with the view
virtually every power with the exception of the firstof trying to identify lacunae in management. I just
one, a fall in the use of the power to remove trusteeswonder what lessons you have already learned from
from 9 in 1996 to 4 times for 2000-01, down from 89those reviews since this committee seems to be in
to 21 in trustees prevented fromacting, down from58place already?
to 39 in freezing bank accounts, down 19 to 8 in(Mr Stoker) I think the main ones would be that
trustees appointed, down 238 to 171 in orders andyou avoid trouble if you are as clear as possible up-
directions requiring information or presence at afront about exactly what you can do and what you
meeting. Why are you not using these powers?cannot do. You need to avoid creating expectations
(Mr Stoker) The message that we are trying toon the part of anybody involved, whether it is a

hammer home to the people who are at the case levelcomplainant or anybody else in the process, which
using these powers is that where they will help toyou cannot fulfil.
resolve a case and resolve an issue they should use

88. They aremethodological, are they not? Both of them. In some cases, for example receiver manager
those two lessons learned are methodological as to appointed and, for example, orders and directions
how you deal with complaints. I think I am to finish. requiring information and attendance at a meeting,
(Mr Stoker) Sorry, they are not how you deal with that message is producing an increase in the powers.

complaints, they are how you deal with the cases that At themoment we are running at a level which would
gave rise to the complaints in the first place. What produce a considerable increase when the numbers
you tend to get is somebody who was led to believe for this year are compared with last year. I cannot
that you can do X for them and you can only do X pretend that there is a systematic reason that I can
minus Y for them. identify why these powers have not actually been
MrTrickett: If I had another twominutes we could used. I can speculate that part of the picture along

have had some interesting conversation but I have with the messages we are giving about closing cases
not. is the fact that we have just had the Human Rights

Act and, along with everybody else, the organisationChairman: If you are desperate, Mr Trickett, have
one more question. has been considering what its obligations are under
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the European Convention on Human Rights. There correspondence, telephone calls and meetings with
are a great many of these powers, particularly when officials of the charities concerned. When inquiries
you are talking about suspending or removing an included visits to charities, they were generally
individual trustees, which are slap bang in the middle confined to meetings with trustees and other key
of ECHR territory and the fact that, to reflect that, personnel and in only a very small proportion of
we have been putting separation of powers of one cases did they also carry out checks of control
kind and another into the systems as good practice systems and file searches.” So you sit round, have a
post HRA may have some influence, I do not know. cup of tea with trustees, you are satisfied with what
What I would like to see is an increase in these powers they have said and you do not carry out a proper
to close cases when that can be done and that is the rigorous investigation. Presumably by the time you
message I am getting from the current year’s figures. have turned up at the charity you have got reasons

for suspicions. Is this not an extraordinary approach92. You just said you are speculating that it might to take to matters of this seriousness?be theHumanRightsAct, you are not sure and so on. (Mr Stoker) I do not think that is a generallyWhen you were appointed two years ago you surely
correct description of the attitude the investigatorsread this Committee’s report into the Charity
took towards charities, the one you have just given ofCommissioners. On Appendix 2 which helpfully
a ‘cup of tea’ culture. I accept that there was a needsummarises it, it includes conclusion (i) where it talks
for more rigour and structure to be put intoof the “failure to show more drive in exploiting the
investigations procedures. I accept that as part ofopportunities for greater effectiveness which the 1993
that what was needed was a more rigorous approachlegislation provides” and it says that this is a result of
to case planning. I accept that what was needed wasa lack of management grip. You were the new
amore structured approach tomaking investigationsmanager, you came in, you must have seen that; why
officers consider what specialist professional supportdo not you know the answers to these questions?
they needed from accountants and lawyers and that(MrStoker) There is no single answer, I suspect, to
is why we have done precisely those things in thethe reason why these powers have not gone up. All I
investigations manual which we have put into placecan say to you, as I said earlier, is that it is not
from October last year. As for the cosy position withbecause of the management messages that we have
charities, I think the more indicative point of ourbeen sending, it is not because of any lack of
current approach to this would be that since Octobercommitment to effectiveness in investigations work,
2000 we have for the first time starting putting aas the fact we made it a priority for resources (£1
public report on the web site of the findings of eachmillion pounds extra from next spring) and a
inquiry that we have carried out, precisely so thethorough review and thorough improvement of
charities are exposed to public scrutiny and so thatprocedure shows. This is part of the picture. It is part
the lessons get put across publicly.of the picture that I am not myself entirely happy

with but I do not think that it is symptomatic of any 95. Thank you for that answer, although one ofmy
kind of lack of commitment to effective concerns is that your informationmanual, rather likeinvestigations. your instruction to make more use of legislative

powers, may not deliver results down on the ground,93. So you are saying there is no lack of
you may not be aware it is having an effect becausecommitment from the management, that you are
you have this strange management structure wheresending down these messages down your
you do not even know the results of yourorganisation but you are not sure why thesemessages
management decisions.are not getting through to the people you employ?
(Mr Stoker) We are an extremely quantified(MrStoker) We are finding out why. As part of the

organisation. We have got a great many quantifiedwork that we have done on the investigations systems
we have got a project team which is following targets which you will find in the appendix to the
through the implementation of the investigations Report and, as I mentioned, one of the things we
manual. As part of the work involved in that, it is have done as part of the investigations project is
looking at a range of closed investigation cases to precisely so that there is structured follow through, as
analyse them to see what the drivers of a lot of this well as keeping track of what is happening in the
are. I am hopeful that one of the things that will come management line, we have actually put in place a
out of that is something whichwill shedmore light on development team to work on the implementation of
not so much why these powers have not been used in the new procedures and to analyse what actually has
the past, although that is an important question and been happening in cases that are being closed. I
of interest, but more where they might have been accept that managers need to know what is going on;
effectively used where they have not been and that that is why we are trying to find out.
gives us amanagement handle to do something about

96. I am glad you are trying to find out.them. I cannot give you a plain, straight, single
(Mr Stoker) In a structured way.reason why these figures are as they are.

97. Rather than in an unstructured way. I am glad94. It would be good to know that we are not
you raised the issue of targets because if you turn towasting our time by passing laws that are not then
Appendix 3 which is on page 39 of the Report, thisused by the organisations they are designed to be
sets out your various targets and how effective youused by. Is this general approach because you as an
have been. If you look at the top box in the reportorganisation take a very softly softly attitude to
which is Objective One, it is “to ensure that charitiesinvestigations? In paragraph 2.12 on page 20 the
are able to operate for their proper purposes withinNAO says: “Our case examination found that the

majority of inquiries were conducted through an effective legal, accounting and governance
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framework”. Could you tell me in that last column put out guidance for staff, staff instructions, which

come directly from experience with this. So we do try“target met Y/N“ how many of the nine targets you
failed to meet? and learn the lessons of this and times are

converging.(Mr Stoker) How many of the nine targets?

98. There are nine targets in box oneObjective One 104. Sorry to interrupt, I will admit the figures I
was quoting you were the figures about the time itset out at the top of Appendix 3.
took to give advice and support.(Mr Stoker) The difficulty I am struggling under,

Mr Osborne, is in this light without my reading (Mr Stoker) I was talking about the registration
ones.glasses I cannot read very easily but it looks to me

like four nos and five yeses. 105. There are also big regional differences in
99. So you have a 50/50 hit rate with your targets? registration. Paragraph 3.5 and paragraph 3.13 point
(Mr Stoker) If you look at the targets as a whole to very big differences between your offices and the

you will find there are 32 of them, we hit 23 of them way they handle the various work that comes before
and were within five per cent of another three. One them. Surely it is a management issue why it takes
of the ones we did not hit was the forecast number of Liverpool 146 days to clear a case and London only
registrations which theNAO in the discussion of how 89 days?
we have been putting a more rigorous approach into (Mr Stoker) It is and that is why we have a system
registration would say was not a tragedy to miss that of measuring these things on a monthly basis.
one. So I think that takes you to a slightly different

106. You measure them but what do you doproportion.
about them?

100. One of the targets you failed to hit is (Mr Stoker) We have an operational management
turnaround time for determining charitable status. group that discusses them monthly and there are
Your targets is 95 days, which sounds quite a long bespoke direct management messages to staff on
time tome anyway, and you are currently conducting every site. We distil them into guidance that goes to
them in 117 days. How do you intend to meet the 95 operational staff. That is what we do with them.
day target next year? Mr Osborne: Very sadly my time is up.
(MrGillespie) The figures that we have available to

us—shall I read them rather than have Mr Stoker
struggle with his eyesight? Our year to date Chairman
achievement this year is 104 days which is already

107. Mr Stoker, you seem to be throwing somequite considerably down. Lastmonth in themonth of
doubt in answer to Mr Osborne on paragraph 2.12.October we achieved a 97-day turnaround. So you
You do agree 2.12?can see we are putting considerable effort into that
(Mr Stoker) I am sorry?and those figures are coming down quite

substantially. 108. Page 20, paragraph 2.12, they are talking
101. I am glad to hear that. Am I right in saying about the ‘cup of tea’ culture.

there is still quite a difference between the (MrStoker) I was not objecting to 2.12, Chairman,
performance of different regional offices? what I was saying was that the ‘cup of tea’ gloss
(Mr Stoker) There is a difference between different which Mr Osborne put on it gave perhaps the wrong

offices as measured by the quality review system we impression. I do not quarrel at all with 2.12 as an
have in place, yes. analysis of what the NAO found.

Chairman: Thank you. Barry Gardiner?102. I am looking at paragraph 3.13 which says
that the Liverpool office took on average 146 days to
clear a case but in London it only took 89 days. That

Mr Gardineris a huge difference, is it not?
(Mr Stoker) This is 3.13? 109. Mr Stoker, I refer you to paragraph 4.8 and

Figure 15 on Page 31 where it says that 38 per cent103. Yes.
submit late or do not make their annual return to the(Mr Stoker) That is correct. The underlying
Charity Commission. It also says that you do notreasons, we believe, are that basically the figures in
have any capacity to impose fines under CompaniesTaunton are better because the experience of the staff
House.was higher and the caseload was lower, but there
(Mr Stoker) This is on submission of accounts.again the whole point of the quality review system,

which looks at five per cent of cases on each site each 110. Would you like to have that power?
month, is so that you can analyse the reasons for that (Mr Stoker) I think that there are some quiteand derive direct management messages from them. difficult issues around that which are essentiallyWhat you will get from quality review, for example issues for ministers. On the one hand, you have gotof registration cases, is a number of triggers which are considerations about increasing compliance. On theof different kinds. Some of them are about timeliness, other, you have got considerations about finessome of them are about an assessment of the coming out of charitable resources.technical quality of the governing documents which
have finally been finished, and some of them will be 111. All the administration of charity comes out

the charitable resources, does it not, and therefore ifabout record-keeping. There is a direct message for
managers which comes out of that series of this is ensuring more effective and proper

administration of the charity, would that not be acomparisons every month. There are regular cross-
sitemeetings of peoplewho do the quality review.We good thing?
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(Mr Stoker) That might well be the conclusion the documentation which I sent to you there were a

ministers came to if they considered this but I think number of points. I had suggested that ODALtd had
it is a matter they would need to consider. They bid for a gardening project previously run byKilburn
would need to balance these considerations. It is not Skills and funded by Brent and Harrow Health
for me as a creature of statute to call on that one I do Authority and that there was a capital bid regarding
not think, it really is one for ministers. equipment that ODA had received of £1,110 in

February 1998 in respect of the bid and ODAdid not112. If you were investigating an irregularity in a
supply the gardening equipment nor make any othercharity, and that charity shuts down, what powers do
expenditure at all in relation to that bid. Is thatyou have to stop it shutting down so that you can
something you have pursued with them in furthercontinue your investigation?
investigations?(Mr Stoker) A lot would depend on the
(MrGillespie) Can I give a general answer and thencircumstances but if a charity were shutting down

deal with that specifically. We have been inwhile it was under investigation the one thing I can
correspondence as a result of the information yousay is that they would not be able to avoid that
provided us with the council. We are not satisfiedinvestigation being carried through, and if there were
entirely with the information that we have beencharitable assets involved, we would be able to
provided with. In fact, we have not been provided inpursue them from trustees whether or not the charity
certain instances with key pieces of information. Weitself remained in existence in those circumstances I
have threatened, to pick up an earlier point, use ofshould think. But again, it is difficult to answer in
our powers if we do not receive it by a particular time.isolation.
We have not received it yet. If we have not received

113. I would not have thought it is difficult at all. it within that time we will serve an order to get that
It is very clear that the Inland Revenue can say to a information. That has been threatened and will be
company, “No, you cannot close down until we have carried through, if need be. So we are actively
concluded our investigation.” My understanding pursuing the case.
was that you could not do that, you had to allow

119. Does that also apply to the project funding ofthem to shut down. I do not want you to be pushed
£5,553 from the health authority and the £2,025 alsointo an answer that you feel you cannot give. Why
obtained from the health authority?not give us a note on that to say yes or no?
(Mr Gillespie) Again if I can answer the general(Mr Stoker) I would be quite happy to give you a

question that we are following up the issues that younote on that. I think the important thing is we would
raised and, if necessary, we will use our statutorynot allow a charity to shut down as a way of escaping
powers.scrutiny from investigation.

114. If you could give us a note of all charities that 120. I am very happy to leave that there. I take it
have tried to shut down in the last two years and tell that you will inform me of the conclusions?
the Committee in the note how many of them have (MrGillespie) Yes indeed. I do not think I gave you
been successful in shutting down and how many you an absolute commitment to tell you within a
have refused to allow to shut down. particular time. We have not had the answers in and
(Mr Stoker) I do not knowwhether we would have I have not been a position to answer your concerns.

that information, Mr Gardiner, but I will certainly
121. That is the absolutely fine. As long as it ishave a look at what we do have.

followed up, I am very happy. Can I also pursue
115. You would not have that information so you another issue and I am not sure which of you it is best

do not know out of those charities that you have to pursue this with, perhaps you can pick and choose
investigated whether any of them have shut down, among yourselves. Charitable status confers on any
whether any of them have sought to shut down? organisation very distinct benefits, one of which of
(Mr Stoker) We know how many have shut down, course is their reduction in local taxation for any

it is whether we know how many sought to shut properties that they might hold. What investigations
down, which is difficult to get a handle on. or what correlation do you have with the local

authority revenue and benefits departments whereby116. Is not the way in which they seek to shut down
you are notified by them of those organisationsby notifying you of that?
which are claiming council tax relief on the basis of(Mr Stoker) It might or it might not be.
their charitable status? Is that something which you

117. If we can have a clear note on that, it would do have correspondence with revenue and otherhelp. departments on?
(Mr Stoker) Okay.9 (Mr Gillespie) We approach it from the other way

round. Local authorities are aware obviously of the118. Mr Gillespie, you have had a quiet afternoon
so far, can I turn to you. I do not know whether you discount, for want of a better expression, that can be
recall we had correspondence earlier in the year obtained by charities. The information on the
concerning a charity called Options Development registration details of charities is available on our
Agency Limited and you undertook at that stage that web site. The vast majority of local authorities access
further investigations would bemade into this. I have the information on the web site to check out whether
to say that that was on 15 May this year and I have an organisation is legitimate or not, ie, whether it is
not received anything further from you since then, registered. We have had a number of cases where
which I did find disappointing. You will recall that in councils have approached us to check the bona fides

of particular organisations andwe have responded to
9 Ev 19, Appendix 1. those on a case-by-case basis.
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122. One of the things that I have had specific cases 126. When you said you are a highly quantified

of is groups claiming that the property is owned by organisation, my colleague was astonished that you
the charity when in fact, on further investigation, the have got these powers. I am not familiar with the
charity claims to know nothing about that property debate that led to that but presumably the 1993
whatsoever. Given that on the returns submitted by Charities Act did not come out of the blue, it
companies to you I presume it is evident what assets presumably came out of a response to pressure for
those charities have, is there a way for local the Charity Commission to have more powers. The
authorities to check off your web site about the Act came in in 1993, you took over two years ago so
properties? you were aware of that Act, aware of the extra
(Mr Gillespie) No, and I do not think that will be powers and aware of the document that said not

ever be the case, not in the foreseeable future, on a only, as Mr Osborne pointed out at the beginning,
property-by-property basis because the requirements that a lack of meeting existing targets shows a lack of
are for a statement of general assets rather than a management grip but there are specific references in
listing of a register of assets to be disclosed. That here to the slow progress made in using the powers.
information is available from each charity, it is Paragraph 55, the Commission’s powers were only
legitimately able to be disclosed to local authorities used in a small proportion of cases. I cannot find the
and should be disclosed. exact quote, it is there somewhere. The point is that

the need to use the enforcement powers that were123. The obvious problem is that somebody
available is clearly flagged up. I am puzzled given thisapplies stating that they are a charity when in fact
was your laundry list and you are an extremelytheymay not be and local authorities can check it out
quantified organisation that it was not somethingon the web site and say, “This charity exists,
that you picked up.therefore we will give them the charitable status“, but

on further investigation it can then be found to be (Mr Stoker) I think the question is why was it
wrong. important to use those powers and the answer was to
(Mr Gillespie) This is an issue for the local get better performance on investigations, so

authority. We provide baseline information which is approaching that objective in the round, the way I
available to them. It gives the address of the charity, did it was, first of all, to look at resources and there
for example, for them to contact. are substantial extra resources; to look at
MrGardiner: I am not trying to bring you to book management, and we had a review and we changed

for the fraudulent practices of various property the way that we managed it, and we put clear desk
owners. What I am trying to suggest is perhaps there instructions in place that met the concerns that are
should be a way for local authorities and yourselves referred to specifically.
engaging more closely and co-operatingmore closely

127. Desk instructions?to avoid such instances.
(Mr Stoker) Desk instructions.

128. What is a desk instruction?
(Mr Stoker) This is a manual for investigationsChairman

officers telling them what they have got to do at
124. In answer to Mr Gardiner, Mr Stoker, who various points. It tells them how to select, how to

asked how else can a charity seek to close down manage, how to plan, how to close, how to follow-up
except by approaching you, you said that that is not investigations. On top of that there are substantial
necessarily the only way. Are you going to do a note extra resources going in next year. There is the fact
to us on that point? I did not quite understand your that in 2000-01 we did for the first time hit the targets
answer. of closing more investigations quickly, 75 per cent
(Mr Stoker) The point is that charities sometimes within 12 months, and we have also got, compareddo have the power to wind up so that what happens with 1996-97, a proportion of inquiries which areis that they wind up under powers they have got and establishing causes for concern up from 76 per centbasically they tell us. So the path to winding up is not

to 90 per cent. So that really was the outline of mynecessarily through coming through us and asking
response to the issue which I took to be the broad oneour permission to do so.
of how do we get a better all round position onChairman: Thank you. Do you want to come
investigations.back, Mr Gardiner?

Mr Gardiner: I am sure the note will be full and 129. We have got here in paragraph 17: “We urge
very clear. the Commission to showmore drive in exploiting the
Chairman: Mr Richard Bacon? opportunities to achieve greater effectiveness for

which the 1993 legislation provides.” Here four years
later we have got in 2.15: “Given that weaknesses
were substantiated in 191 inquiries in 2000-01 andMr Bacon that 53 took more than 12 months to resolve a more
assertive use of powers might have been expected.”125. Thank you, Chairman. Mr Stoker, when I
You mention various reasons for not using thefirst started looking at this I started off with that
powers. It is not because of the managementdocument and presumably when you first became
messages so you have obviously been putting out theboss of the Charity Commission you took that
stuff. But is not part of management doingmore thandocument, and did you not then treat it as a laundry

list of things that should be a top priority to you? putting out messages and ensuring follow through
and that something is done?(Mr Stoker) I did yes.
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(Mr Stoker) That is why we have got the project checking trustees who were to be appointed to newly

that has been put in place to follow through the registering charities, which the Committee criticised
changes we put into the management of the Commission for not having in place in 1997, are
investigations to analyse what is actually happening now in place. One of the things that the NAOReport
to ensure that the changes that we have written into acknowledges is that there has been a good deal of
the new arrangements are being followed through advance on the rigour of the procedures that the
and to understand better what is happening. I am not Commission uses to scrutinise applicants for
in any way reluctant to see greater use of these registration at the point of registration including
powers where they can actually solve problems and trustee checks.
close down investigations.

133. Perhaps I could take up the question of case
130. Can I raise another issue mentioned both in two for a minute. Mr Osborne raised this a minute

the report from four years ago and in this one, and ago. This talks about a case under investigation that
that is the issue of trustees and selecting trustees and ran for nearly three years without clear objectives
the scrutiny that goes on. The Committee of Public and planning. You mentioned that you did not have
Accounts Report four years ago said that the clear risk assessment guidelines in place and I know
Commission was not making full use of information you started your remarks at the beginning by saying
on unsuitable trustees, this is paragraph 23 xi, and you are putting more focus on risk. It also says in
standard procedures were not in place to check relation to case two: “The Commission apologises to
prospective trustees of newly registering charities the charity because it had not informed the charity
against the records of unsuitable trustees. Standard that an inquiry had been opened.” Whatever set of
procedures were not in place. When you turn to this standard procedures one had in place would that not
four years later you find in paragraph 3.11: “The ... be a rather obvious one, to have to tell them that they
Commission has not yet issued guidance on the were being investigated?
subject”—that is of who should be suitable to act as (Mr Stoker) It might not always be appropriate if
trustees—“The Commission plans to do so once it the knowledge that they were being investigated
has finished consulting on what information it might lead them to do something which would get
should gather on individual trustees.” Four years ago round the purpose for which they were being
it was pointed out that you were not making full use investigated.
of information on unsuitable trustees and standard

134. In this particular case you were relyingprocedures were not in place and four years later we
exclusively on the word of the Chief Executive andare still waiting for guidance so people know what
did not meet with the trustees and other keythey should be looking for. I fully understand the
stakeholders.point you made that the Commission expects

charities themselves to operate checks and standards (Mr Stoker) I am certainly not defending this as a
to ensure that all new appointees are suitable to act well-handled case in this or in other respects.
as trustees. Plainly you cannot do all of that

135. That is a relief. I wanted to ask you aboutyourselves, just like companies to some extent should
training. It says in 2.11 that inquiries carried out bybe making sure they have got good directors. I fully
more experienced staffwere generally better planned,understand that. Nonetheless they cannot do it as
better scoped and better carried out inquiries, andeasily as they might be able to unless they have got
there is a need for closer supervision of lesssome sort of standard guidance, and four years later
experienced staff. What training and supervision is inyou still have not issued any.
place right now in order to ensure that that(Mr Stoker) With respect, the first part of that
experience is passed on?question was about the arrangements that we had in
(Mr Stoker) There is extensive training. There hasplace, standard procedures for ourselves in the

been training specifically carried out to introduceCommission checking the position of trustees who
investigations staff to the new procedures to makewere going to be appointed to newly registering
sure they understand them and the need tocharities. Is that correct?
implement them. There is also a good deal of on-the-

131. Just reading from here, this is Paragraph 3.11, job training which takes place in the management
“The Commission plans to do so”—that is issue line between skilled investigators and less
guidance on the subject—“once it has finished experienced investigators. Levels of experience are a
consulting on what information it should gather on factor taken specifically into account in instructions
individual trustees ...” about how investigations are to be selected and
(Mr Stoker) That is about the appointment of allocated at different levels within the grading of the

trustees to existing charities. Department, and the Commission is, in fact, a very
extensive and very committed training organisation.132. Whether it is an existing or a new one surely
We have been reaccredited as an ‘Investor in People’there is a suitable laundry list of people whose
for a further three years on the basis of what wascharacteristics you would not want as trustees? You
supposed to be a 18-month mid-term assessment.would not want murderers, thieves paedophiles. It

would not take that long to draw up a laundry list. 136. How many staff have you got devoted to
(Mr Stoker) There is a laundry list at the moment investigations?

for existing charities. What we do accept is it is not (Mr Stoker) I would need to check the number.
brought together conveniently in a way which would

137. Figure 5 on Page 13 says there are 51 based inbe most useful to charities which are appointing
London, Liverpool and Taunton. Is that 51 figuretrustees. With respect, the answer to the first part of

your question is that the standard procedures for accurate?
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(Mr Stoker) That figure is out of date. The figure Liverpool office is clearing cases in an average of 114

days as those backlogs are reduced, compared to 99would be slightly higher and of course it will get
higher again when the money from the 2000 days.
Comprehensive Spending Review comes on stream 149. But it is still not performing as efficiently asin March next year. the London office?
138. How much money do you have altogether? (Mr Gillespie) They are clearing a lot of cases but
(Mr Stoker) £21 million. they are having to deal with backlogs and that is

reflected in the average figure.139. I thought I heard you say that and wrote that
down. How many staff do you have altogether? 150. I must press on, I have not got much time. If
(Mr Stoker) At the time of this report it was 547. there is anything further you want to add perhaps

you could add it in a note. I would like to ask a140. In paragraph 11 of our report from four years
general question. Am I right in thinking, Mr Stoker,ago it says that theCommission had 600 staff and £13
that charitable giving is declining?million. How is it that you have got 53 staff fewer
(Mr Stoker) The latest figures I believe fromwhile you have got £8 million more?

NCVO show that the trend recently is slightly up but(Mr Stoker) 13 million?
they are declining from historic levels.

141. I read paragraph 11 of this Report, which you
151. I have got some figures from the Charitablesay you have read as saying that the Commission

Aid Foundation which are not completely up-to-spent £13 million on staff in 1995-96. Am I not
date, 1997-98 compared with 1998-99, of the amountcomparing like with like? Is the £21 million not just
fundraising charities raised from fundraising, asstaff costs?
opposed to shops etcetera, a total of £263 million(Mr Stoker) No, the £13 million is presumably the
down to £207 million, which is a 23 per cent decline.staff costs within the total budget of £21 million.
Do you think there is a relationship between

142. What is your staff cost now? declining confidence among the public in their giving
(MrStoker) I would have to get that figure for you. and the declining amount that is given, because the

Performance and Innovation Unit has raised this143. If you could do a note on that, what I am
question and says there does need to be an input andlooking for is the comparable figure to paragraph 11
they said there is a growing public demand forof this report.
openness and accountability. Since many voluntary(Mr Stoker) The £13 million.
organisations are getting money from the taxpayer

144. Yes exactly, so I can understand and even more importantly from the point of view of
. (Mr Stoker) It is still £13 million. this Committee that is the case, is there a relationship

between the lack of transparency and accountability145. So you have lost 50 staff and that is basically
and openness and public confidence and thebecause you could not keep up with competitive pay
diminution in giving?rates is it, or not?
(Mr Stoker) The factors which affect trends in(Mr Stoker) The effect of having a level budget

giving are very, very many and complicated so Iover a period of six years is a real terms cut of 11 per
would not care to guess, and it would be a guess, atcent. What that means you have to do to keep
any direct relationship between those two. What Ioperating and to carry on giving your staff pay
would say is whatever way you look at it, whether orincreases is you have to find continuous savings.
not there is a direct correlation between those figures,

146. Elsewhere? it is very important that we do all we can.
(Mr Stoker) Yes and staff are among the most

152. There is not a direct correlation?expensive items that we have.
(Mr Stoker) I did not say there was not.

147. I wanted to ask you about the Liverpool office
153. I did not catch the last bit you said. You saidMr Osborne raised the question of paragraph 3.13,

that you thought there was not a correlation.the question of this difference between Liverpool and
(Mr Stoker) I did not say that at all. Shall I startLondon and the backlog of cases where advice or

again?support was sought, 146 days in Liverpool and 89
days in London. Paragraph 3.14 goes on to say that
the London office was 13 per cent under-staffed. I
take it that the Liverpool staff office was not under- Chairman
staffed?

154. Start again briefly.(Mr Stoker) No
(Mr Stoker) It is too complicated to say what is

148. So that highlights even more the difference determining trends in giving but, whichever way you
between the Liverpool and London offices. The look at it, confidence in charities is important to
London office under-staffed managed to donor confidence.
considerably out-perform the Liverpool office with Chairman: Thank you very much for that. That
its full complement, that is right, is it not? sums it up quite well. May we now move into private
(Mr Gillespie) Can I just clarify some issues here, session to discuss case two. Will all members of the

the first of which is that the figures are based on the press and public leave the room and also any officials
average case duration and the Liverpool office was not directly concerned with this inquiry. Thank you
dealing with some considerable backlogs for a very much for your presence.
number of historical reasonswhich I think it is true to
say management were not happy with. We have got The Committee continued to take evidence, in

private.a situation now on the year to date figures where the
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on the quality and consistency of investigation work.Chairman
I will ask Mr Gillespie to answer on the training155. Mr Stoker, case 2 makes some pretty sorry point.reading. The case ran for nearly three years, no (MrGillespie) There is one other thing that may becontact wasmadewith beneficiaries, theCommission helpful here. Both case 1 and case 2 were pre therelied almost exclusively on the word of the chief significant internal review that we conducted of ourexecutive. What was this charity and what was investigative procedures. All the items Mr Stokergoing on? mentioned have been put in place since the(Mr Stoker) It was a charity called the ******. It completion of case 2. To be frank, this case doeswas a regionally based outfit as described in the make sorry reading and it was a case study in hownotbackground note here. It was operating on its to do one and we have learned very much from it,fundraising in a way which, as you see from the case, which I think is reflected in our results both towardswas far from satisfactory. Basically the first time the end of the last financial year and also in theround, I regret to say, we failed to crack it. What we current year. As far as recruitment is concerned, wehave done since is go back, as we said we would, to are moving ahead to recruit, we have advertised inreview this case as a result of the work that the NAO the last couple of weeks for new staff, predominantlydid on it, and what we found was that there were for the review visits teams who form part of thefurther problems. Some of them were about regulatory arm, but also for new inquiry officers.governance and standards of administration, some These were advertised externally nationally in Theof them were about high fundraising costs relative to Guardian, also in the sector press and we have alsoexpenditure, some of them were about the financial trawled across the Civil Service in the normalposition of the charity as a whole, and there were one arrangements for that and advertised internally. Ator two other issues as well about remuneration the last count, Capita, who are running thematters. So there is now an inquiry open on this case recruitment exercise for us, had received 3,000and I can give you my commitment that we will do a applications for the 35 or so posts and had to reprintbetter job on it this time than we did last time. the application pack. The indications are that we will

156. Was it fraud or was it just that the people that be successful. We were obviously successful in
run this charity were running it for their own benefit? drawing in a wide number of people. We will go
What was actually going on? through a rigorous and thorough recruitment

process which will involve a proper sifting of those(Mr Stoker) ******
people to get down to an assessment centre where157. Was somebody at street level trying to fiddle individual candidates will be examined on thesomething or not? particular skills they can bring to review visits and(Mr Stoker) ****** investigations work and then they will be interviewedChairman: Do any colleagues want to ask further in front of a team of people from the Commission,questions on this? but teams that are being set up specifically to make
sure that we get the right people through the door.
We know exactly what we are looking for, we have

Jon Trickett done a lot of work in this area and we are satisfied we
will get the right candidates through the door.158. I just think that there is no evidence that you

are managing your investigatory officers in an
appropriate way and this is a case where they seem to
have conducted it in a haphazard and basically slack Mr Osborne
way. You have been to told to expand substantially 159. The commentary on case 2 says that it ran foryour investigatory division, you have been given an nearly three years without clear objectives andextra £1 million. What steps are you taking? Are you planning. You readily concede that. I notice in thegoing to recruit internally? How are you going to get Report, Paragraph 2.7 on page 16 that you still havethe management to respond to the kind of things 16 cases that have been open for more than threewhich youwant them to do andwhich theCommittee years and indeed have 40 cases which have been openwants them to do?. I have no confidence that you are for more than 18 months. Can you give themanaging. That is probably a statement rather than Committee an assurance that there are not sucha question. similar nightmares sitting in the 16 cases running for
(Mr Stoker) I am sorry to hear you make it. I will more than three years or the 40 cases that have been

ask Simon Gillespie to answer the question about running for more than 18 months?
recruitment in a moment. What we are doing about (Mr Gillespie) One of the things we are concernedthe management is what I have described before, the about is looking at “cradle to grave“ times for aresources which you quite rightly mention are part of particular case. It is quite difficult tomonitor throughthe mixture, the review of the procedures that we put the systems but nevertheless we are looking toin place, the fact that we have got new structured introduce systems for that.instructions to investigative officers, backed up by

160. It is difficult to monitor how long thetraining, backed up by a project team to do the
investigations take?embedding of the new arrangements and analyse

what is happening behind the introduction of the new (MrGillespie) It has proved difficult because of the
information systems that the Commission has inarrangements, a greater public spotlight on issues in

this field through publishing reports on the web site. place which we have to reprogramme and rejig to
make this happen. We are doing that because weI am sorry if you do not have confidence in that. All

I can tell you is that we are determined through the recognise that it is a problem. For investigations
work it is very clear, and you will see at the beginningavenues that I have mentioned to make a real impact
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of every inquiry report on the web site there is a start and make sure that the two sides are disengaged and

there are clear guidelines. Secondly, we have becomepoint for the inquiry and a finish point for the
inquiry. I am referring to a lot of the other cases aware in a number of cases, themost obvious one you

can read about on the web site is Stratford Collegegoing through the system. I review the longer
standing inquiries myself to try and make sure we and Guild Estates. The trustees of the charity were

Stratford Town Council which was clearly usinghave got direction. There are some good reasons why
some of these cases are open a long time, court income from the charity to provide statutory

functions. We are very hot on that issue andproceedings being a prime example where we are not
in the driving seat and we have to accept it. We do Stratford Town Council knew exactly our views on

that and we have followed through the actions to putactively review the caseloads and do exactly the same
process but obviously on a sample basis with a much the charity and the town council straight. As far as

guaranteeing that there is nobody else on the registerlarger volume of work going through than the
normal casework stream of charities’ work. that is doing that, clearly I could not give that

guarantee but our monitoring process is designed to
look very closely at the relationships between

Mr Gardiner charities and other organisations. It is one of the
things that may trigger one of our accountants to161. Can I just ask you, it comes out of the case
have a look at the accounts and reports. In answer tothat you are dealing with that I referred to, obviously
your main question am I aware of a body of charitiesthere are a number of public bodies, local authorities
that has been set up like that or are behaving in thatamongst them, who are, not to put too fine a point on
way, the answer is I am not aware of a body like that,it, strapped for cash and they are looking at creative
but we are very alert to the possibility.accounting as a way of generating money to do the

sorts of things that they want to do, often very 162. I see ******, the charity dealt with in case 2,
laudably. Are you aware of a substantial body of grew very rapidly from a small beginning in the 1980s
charities that have been set up by such bodies as local until it had a turnover of £700,000 in the late1990s.
authorities in order to access funds in this way and What percentage of its turnover was accounted for
are you content that all of them are operating clearly by administration?
within their charitable remit rather than the shady (MrStoker) I think that we would need to give you
area between what is a local authority obligation and a note on that, Chairman. I could not give you an
the charity? answer off the top of my head.10
(Mr Gillespie) I think there are probably three Chairman: Thank you very much. You obviously

things I would like to say in response to that, the first have a very difficult job and we wish you well. Thank
of which is that our registration staff are very well you for answering our questions.
aware of the potential difficulties involved here and

10Note by witness: Based on the charity’s accounts to 31they scrutinise applications where they think this
December 2000. £41,385 out of £318,266—some 13 per cent.may occur with particular rigour. We are not

consciously aware of putting a charity onto the
register where we know that it is going to be an issue
to start off with. We put arrangements in place to try

APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Charity Commission

Question 30: The number of Complaints turned down because they are out of time?

The specification of the Independent Complaints Reviewer’s (ICR) role and function provides that she will
not normally investigate complaints received more than three months after the conclusion of the
Commission’s internal complaints procedures. She retains, however, a degree of discretion to take account
of exceptional circumstances. To date she has declined to investigate three cases on the grounds that they are
out of time. Of the three declined, two related to cases considerably predating the introduction of the ICR
arrangements. The Commission will continue to keep the operation of the three month limit and of the ICR
arrangements as a whole under review.

Questions 40–50 and 65–68: The four year trigger point at which potentially inactive charities are referred for
examination and whether this would occur where a register update but not an annual return and accounts had
been submitted (or vice versa); or whether in such circumstances the trigger would be disapplied?

Submission of register update forms by charities is not a statutory obligation. Submission of Annual
Returns and accounts is a statutory obligation only for charities with annual income or expenditure above
£10,000. All charities receive a number of reminders (at least two) in relation to any financial year for which
neither submission is received. In addition, charities with annual income or expenditure above £100,000 that
do not submit a statutory Annual Return and accounts are referred to an enforcement team.
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From charities with annual income or expenditure between £10,000 and £100,000, the Commission
continues to seek statutory Annual Returns and accounts in respect of each financial year, via the reminder
process referred to above, whether or not a non-statutory register update for that year has been received. It
does not pursue the non-statutory register update from charities in this category if the statutory Annual
Return and accounts have been received.

The four-year trigger (reference of charities from which nothing has been received for four years to a team
which checks whether the charity is inactive) does not apply where a submission, either statutory or non-
statutory, has been made within the past four years indicating that the charity remains active.

Questions 112–117: The Commission’s powers to prevent a charity under investigation for irregularity shutting
down, and the number of cases where charities had successful or unsuccessfully shut down in such circumstances?

For reasons explained below, it is unlikely that a charity subject to a section 8 inquiry could succeed in
dissolving and deregistering without the Commission’s agreement in order to frustrate the inquiry. If,
hypothetically, they were to achieve this, the trustees would still remain responsible for their actions during
their trusteeship. The Commission would be able to continue to pursue breaches of trust and other
outstanding issues, including financial restitution where appropriate. The police and tax authorities would
remain in principle to take action in respect of criminality or tax evasion.

Charities normally have the power to wind up on their own authority only if their governing documents
contain a power of dissolution, although they may come to an end by applying all their assets. Whether or
not a charity has a power of dissolution, the trustees are under a statutory duty to inform the Commission
if it ceases to exist. In addition, statutory provisions forbid charities that are companies from amending their
memoranda and articles of association in such a way as to render them non-charitable unless they have
obtained the prior written consent of the Commission.

Before removing from the Register a charity that is exercising a power of dissolution or has applied all its
assets, the Commission seeks evidence that the assets have been properly disposed of in furtherance of the
charity’s objects. A charity which was under investigation under section 8 of the 1993 Act, and which was
purporting to have exercised a power of dissolution or applied its assets without prior agreement with the
Commission, would clearly come under extremely close scrutiny at this point, and therewould be opportunity
for outstanding questions, whether concerning assets or other matters, to be pursued.

In any case, where it became apparent that a charity might be seeking to dissolve or apply its assets in order
to frustrate an inquiry under section 8, use of a number of the Commission’s protective powers might,
depending on the circumstances, be appropriate. They include powers to suspend or remove trustees, or to
appoint additional trustees; to appoint a Receiver and Manager to manage the charity in the place of the
trustees; and to freeze bank accounts and make orders not to part with property.

Dissolution of a charity is on occasion an appropriate outcome of a section 8 investigation, and takes place
in some cases at the Commission’s instance or with its agreement. The Commission has not, however, been
able to identify from records or from the recollection of case managers any cases in the past two years where
a charity subject to a section 8 inquiry has closed down without the Commission’s agreement or has sought
to do so. The Commission would be glad to look into any specific circumstances that may have given rise to
Members’ concerns on the point.

Mr John Stoker
Chief Charity Commissioner
Charity Commission

December 2001

APPENDIX 2

Copy of a letter and a memorandum submitted by The Association for Charities

A S   C’ M  28 N 2001

Thank you for your letter of 25 October indicating the Committee’s willingness to receive submissions on
matters under consideration. I now enclose the Association’s submission for the Committee’s meeting on 28
November 2001, and should be grateful if you would circulate it to the Committee Members.

Whilst our submission concentrates chiefly on the NAO report findings on the Commission’s performance
in the area of investigations (Report, Part 2), it also relates these to Association evidence from some 20
charities with direct experience of the Commission’s investigatory performance since 1994. Given the need
for a brief submission, however, the back-up evidence for Association statements does not accompany the
submission: the dossier of such evidence can, however, be made available to the Committee, or anyMember,
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on request. Our submission also refers to an August 2001 report from the Independent Complaints Reviewer,
which is also available, upon request. This report was copied to the writer by a complainant (who is not an
Association member) with permission to release it to any interested party.

Association for Charities: A National Association for the Support and Protection of Charity Beneficiaries,
Trustees, Volunteers and Donors

POWER WITHOUT EFFECTIVE ACCOUNTABILITY: CHARITY COMMISSION
INVESTIGATIONS AND EXERCISE OF JUDICIAL POWERS

1. I

A welcome for the NAO Report HC 234 and its consideration by the Public Accounts Committee.

1.1 Given the importance to our national life and economy of this major, but generally under-regarded
sector, the Association for Charities (AfC) welcomes the National Audit Office (NAO) report on the
regulatory role of the Charity Commission (the Commission); and the Public Accounts Committee’s (PAC)
early consideration of it. The Association also welcomes the opportunity to present this submission to the
Committee.

1.2 TheAssociation hopes that the PAC’s report, together with that from theCabinetOffice’s Performance
and Innovation Unit (PIU) expected early next year, will lead the Government and Parliament to undertake
the fundamental andmuch-needed review of the sector; and, in particular, a review of the legal and regulatory
framework, and the regulatory role of the Commission.

The Association for Charities

1.3 The PAC may recall that trustees of certain charities made submissions on the last occasion the
Committee reported on the NAO’s Report, Charity Commission: Regulation and Support of Charities (HC2,
Session 1997–98). These submissions raised concerns stemming from trustees’ experiences of the
Commission’s exercise of its regulatory powers. One such case was raised at the Committee by a Member, in
the private session, as reported in the Committee’s Twenty eighth Report of April 1998. That case led to an
application for judicial review in the High Court; another led to trustee appeals against Commission Orders
which resulted in a landmark judgement and other developments outlined in Section 2 of this submission,
and to the formation, in 1999, of the Association for Charities.

1.4 The Association’s area of concern, operation and activity is the regulatory framework for the charity
and voluntary sector, with particular reference to the regulatory role of the Commission, and the manner in
which the Commission has exercised the unparalleled regulatory and judicial powers conferred by the
Charities Act 1993.

1.5 The Association is not attached to any political party or any other organisation or body. It is wholly
independent, although it seeks to co-operate with other bodies which share its objects and concerns; and it
supports the attempts of the present Chief Commissioner to change the culture and improve the performance
of the Commission in its regulatory role. It is almost entirely financed by its coremembership, who, in the best
traditions of the voluntary sector, give generously of their time, expertise and other resources without charge.

1.6 The AfC has, since 1999, received and collated information and evidence from trustees and supporters
of some 20 charities. This evidence demonstrates the improper, and on occasion unlawful, exercise of the
Commissioners’ regulatory powers by Commission officers. Such conduct has led to unnecessary and
extensive damage to beneficiaries (both human and animal); to charities; and to trustees who had served with
integrity, competence and whole-hearted commitment. [Note: The Association’s first video “With Charity
for All?” refers to some of the effects of the exercise of the Commission’s regulatory powers on four charities.

Layout of the Submission

1.7 Following this brief introduction, the submission is divided into three further sections. Section 2
outlines important developments relating to the Commission’s accountability to the Courts; Section 3 deals
with the NAO Report’s findings (particularly in relation to Part 2 of the NAO Report which is the area of
the Association’s focus) and relates these to the evidence obtained by the Association from 20 charities; and
Section 4 draws the Committee’s attention to the lessons the AfC believes may be drawn from the matters
outlined in Sections 2 and 3 of the Submission.
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2. D S  PAC’ 1998 R R   A   C 
 C

2.1 As the NAOReport notes, the Commission is a non-ministerial Government department accountable
to the Courts for its decisions (Report 1.4). In truth, the Commission’s regulatory powers “are in their nature
judicial powers: they are the sort of powers the Court exercises” [Ref: The Law and Practice relating to the
Charities—Hubert Picarda QC, 1999]. NoMinister, Government, nor even Parliament can at present review
the Commission’s regulatory decisions: only theHigh Court (and the Court of Appeal/House of Lords) could
do so if they so determine. The Courts provide the only (theoretical) safeguard against any abuse of the
Commissioners’ regulatory powers.

2.2 Under present arrangements, trustees seeking to appeal against Commission Orders require the
Commission’s permission to bring appeals; cannot, as trustees, obtain legal aid whatever their circumstances;
and the Commission need not appear as a defendant to seek to support or justify their Orders. Any trustee
seeking to complain to an MP, Minister, or the Parliamentary Ombudsman about the use of the
Commission’s judicial powers is informed that these are matters for the High Court alone.

Why in practice the only safeguard against Commission abuse of powers may no longer operate

2.3 In landmark charity law appeals (1999 to 2001) trustees appealed against Commission Orders
appointing aReceiver andManager tomake and execute a substantial financial settlement from charity funds
which professional advisers to the charity had advised the trustees it would be a breach of their duty of care
to do on the available evidence. At a hearing of these appeals, a High Court Judge ruled (on grounds of time
and cost) that “it would not be right to spend time investigating what the Charity Commissioners did and
what the Charity Commissioners thought and what the Charity Commissioners said.” Consequently, the
Court determined, “considering what factors influenced the Charity Commissioners, what discussions took
place within the Charity Commission, whether the Charity Commissioners were fair, whether they were
reasonable, whether they might have done things differently from the way they did could all be avoided”.
[Note: The appellant trustees, legally advised, and financed by one of their number in their Court appeals
designed to protect the charity’s assets, had alleged bias and misconduct on the part of Commission officers
in the making of such Orders—but Counsel for HM Attorney-General, as defendant, argued that the Court
should accept “prima facie expect the Commission not to be wrong”]. Prior to the Court’s ruling, the then
Head of the Home Civil Service had asserted that he would be unable to consider any allegations of
misconduct by Commission officers: only the High Court could do so.

2.4 The Association’s evidence is that Commission officers, exercising the Commissioner’s powers, have
acted carelessly, incompetently, with bias and, on occasion, unlawfully. Powers of this nature are not
generally available to other UK regulatory bodies without prior reference to the Courts: they were not
available to the Commission until the implementation of the Charities Act 1993.

2.5 The Association believes that the landmark Court ruling related above—now case law precedent—
may serve to relieve the Commission of the likelihood that any future decision of theirs will be the subject of
Court review. In reality this Court ruling, the AfC and leading charity lawyers believe, leaves the Commission
effectively unaccountable in the exercise of its regulatory powers. The AfC claims that such a situation is
inimical to the public interest; and could well be the subject of concern and possible action by Parliament.
The AfC believes that Lord Acton’s dictum (1887) “power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts
absolutely” should serve as an appropriate warning in this situation.

3. T C’ R R  P: T NAO R’ F, 
I C R’ R F   AFC’ E

3.1 NAO reports by their nature and language do not appear in dramatic form: they record, in measured
form and language, the objects of a review, the studymethodology, and progress and failings in specific areas.
A reader of this report may too readily conclude that there is no cause for particular concern, as did the editor
of a leading charity news magazine, who recently commented as follows in her editorial “The Charity
Commissioners must be breathing a sigh of relief. TheNational Audit Office’s Report that came out last week
has given the Commission a clean bill of health”. The AfC suggests that such a reading of the report fails to
appreciate the serious defects and deficiencies referred to below.

3.2 The Commission has a multiplicity of roles under present arrangements: registry, supportive,
administrative, and investigatory, followed by the exercise, where chosen, of judicial regulatory powers. The
AfC welcomes the Commission’s progress recorded in three areas by the NAO Report (Report Summary,
1.5).

3.3 Whether a prospective charity achieves Commission registration which will affect its taxation status
or whether or not a charity is helpfully and effectively supported by the Commission advice or guidance, is
unlikely to cause the degree and kind of damage to beneficiaries which can, and has occurred through the
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exercise of the Commission’s judicial powers. Such damage can include, and has included, possible loss of
life and livelihood, deterioration of health and a lack of safety. In the area of the AfC’s particular concern—
investigations work—there is considerable evidence that serious weaknesses remain.

Serious weaknesses in investigations work

3.4 The Association notes that Part 2 of the NAO Report lists a catalogue of substantial defects in the
Investigation Division’s performance. Eight years after the Commissioners were granted probably the most
substantial judicial powers granted to any regulatory agency in the United Kingdom, and four years after
trenchant criticisms of the Commission’s investigatory performance were made by the PAC, the
Commission’s performance in this area appears to be inadequate. [Note: the NAO Report records that the
only two Treasury Minute responses in which the Commission is recorded as not accepting the PAC’s
conclusions were a lack of management grip, and the allocation of resources to investigations work (Report,
Appendix 2, pages 17–18). If the Commission could not accept that such strictures were justified in those
areas, it is perhaps not surprising that serious weaknesses remain.]

3.5 The Commission appears to be completing investigations more quickly (Report, paragraph 2.6), but
this may be because, as the Association’s evidence demonstrates, they are failing to investigate cases as
thoroughly and professionally as they should—possibly in their drive to achieve target completions. The same
remarks may be relevant to the reported progress in tackling the backlog of cases (paragraph 2.7). The
Association believes that, as the NAO recommends, it could be helpful and good management practice for
individual cases to be carefully and properly monitored (paragraph 2.8)—provided such monitoring did not
concentrate exclusively on the need to meet target investigation completion dates regardless of the quality of
the case officer’s performance of the complexity of the case.

3.6 The Commission’s failure to consult trustees about important decisions (Report, page 17, final
sentence of Commentary) is common to the great majority of the cases known to the Association. Again the
AfC notes that the Commission does not review the cumulative time taken to resolve cases, nor their
cumulative costs (paragraph 2.9); nor does it systematically review the scope of inquiries before launching an
inquiry (paragraph 2.10). Few inquiries include systems checks within charities or detailed financial
examinations (paragraph 2.12).

3.7 The Association notes, with some surprise (albeit welcome surprise) that certain other regulatory
bodies appear to consider their liaison arrangements with the Commission are working well. The
Association’s experience is that, in certain cases, the Commission failed to inform the Police and the Inland
Revenue, even when requested and reminded by trustees to do so.

3.8 It is clear from the NAO Report (paragraphs 2.16 and 2.17) that the Commission does not always
check that charities have successfully carried out agreed actions aimed at remedying weaknesses; nor was it
possible always to identify clearly from files what actions a charity was expected to carry out to rectify
weaknesses.

The dangers of purely quantitative targets to complete investigations

3.9 The Association draws attention to Appendix 3 of the NAO Report in which the Commission reports
performance in 2000–01 against targets they set in relation to three objectives. Leaving aside the question of
whether the particular targets set by the Commission under objective 3 were sufficiently taxing, the
Association notes that each of the targets on the investigative side are expressed purely in quantitative terms—
with no reference whatsoever to quality of performance. The Association claims there is considerable danger
that measurements expressed purely in quantitative terms—particularly in the area of investigations
completed within certain dates—will be likely, if not virtually certain, to encourage careless, incompetent and
inadequate investigations in order to reach or exceed a target of investigations completed. In seeking to meet
such quantitative targets, investigations staff are likely to be encouraged to “cut corners” and bring
investigations to an end without taking full and careful account of the true needs of beneficiaries and the
interests of the charities the Commission should be there to protect. It is the Association’s experience,
confirmed also by the findings in Part 2 of the NAO Report, and an Independent Complaints Reviewer’s
recent report (see paragraphs 3.20–3.22 below) that the Investigation Divisions perform very poorly in the
critical area of investigation work.

Complaints and Compliments: inadequate measures to determine performance or effectiveness

3.10 The Association notes that no proper complaints procedures (either internal or external) were
available to complainants until January 2000—a possibly unique deficit in any governmental regulatory
body. The AfC believes that it was no coincidence that, following the landmark charity case outlined earlier
in this Submission and the Association’s formation, the Commission detected a need for pilot internal and
external complaints procedures. The AfC immediately welcomed the introduction of these pilot procedures
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by the present Chief Commissioner, and has made certain proposals to the Commission Board for
improvements which the Chief Commissioner has indicated will be taken into account when the Board
reviews the pilot schemes before the end of this year.

3.11 From a meeting with the Independent Complaints Reviewer earlier this year, the AfC was surprised
to learn that the Commission—of its own volition—has a policy of only keeping certain files on a case for a
period of three months. Apparently, in certain cases where the Commission decides (do they have a crystal
ball?) that a case may become the subject of complaints, they may keep the files for a longer period. The AfC
believes that such a Commission policy is, frankly, unacceptable—as well as being out of line with other
Government Departments and Agencies.

3.12 The AfC believes that, for a variety of reasons, the level of complaints and compliments received by
the Commission cannot properly be used to measure the efficiency or effectiveness of the manner in which it
performs, particularly in its investigatory role. Firstly, as any senior manager or chief executive of a public
sector organisation appreciates, many people (possibly the majority?) will not trouble to compliment or
complain to a public sector organisation; they may consider it will not make any difference—except to lead
to exchanges of correspondence if they were to complain; while others may wish to avoid jeopardising any
future contacts with the organisation by complaining.

3.13 Finally, so far as the Commission is concerned, several of those who felt most strongly about the poor
performance of theCommission and the damage done to their charities or themselves byCommission actions,
have sought to complain. Their complaints, however, have not been recognised or dealt with on a number
of grounds—not least that their complaints are out of time. The Commission has written to members of the
Association who sought to complain about Commission conduct or performance, saying that “the files are
closed” and that no further reply from them will be forthcoming.

3.14 From paragraph 3.19 of the NAO Report, we learn that 22 per cent of the 121 complaints to the
Commission in 2000 were upheld: a statistic which may either be considered as an acknowledgement that
about a quarter of the complaints were justified, indicating a relatively poor initial performance, or that the
Commission’s internal complaints procedure is working satisfactorily, or both. Although the NAO do not
seek to relate the number of complaints or compliments to the Commission’s overall performance, the
Association is aware that the Commission themselves have in the past sought to do so. During the same
period, paragraph 3.20 of the NAOReport indicates that the Independent Complaints Reviewer received 43
complaints, partially upholding one of the eight formally investigated with two of the eight being outside the
Reviewer’s terms of reference. The answer to a recent Parliamentary Question seeking information on the
numbers of complainants and complaints to the Commission and the Independent Reviewer, with results,
from January 2000 to the present, should be available in the House of Commons Library by the date of the
Committee’s meeting.

The Use of the Commission’s Statutory Powers

3.15 The NAO Report notes that the Commission’s use of statutory powers has continued to decline
(paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15 and Figure 10) despite the Committee’s concerns expressed in 1998. The Association
has consistently supported the proper and speedy use of statutory powers by the Commission, once the need
for such has been established by thorough and professionally executed investigations. The Association
suspects that the proven cases of maladministration or abuse amongst registered charities are likely to under-
represent the true position, given:

— the difficulty of obtaining evidence in this area;

— the relative ease with which fraud and abuse may occur in relation to the size, monetary value and
fragmentation of the sector;

— the management of such bodies by trustees and governors, who may in many cases lack the
necessary time, skill and management expertise required; and

— the opportunities for malfeasance and fraud in this sector allied to the relatively low rates of
detection.

Such conditions might reasonably be expected to attract those who might seek to take advantage of such
opportunities. The AfC shares the PAC’s expressed concerns in their last report relating to the Commission’s
“failure to showmore drive in exploiting the opportunities for greater effectiveness which the 1993 legislation
provides” (Report, Appendix 2).

3.16 At the same time, the Association has extensive evidence of the Commission’s misuse of statutory
powers, particularly in relation to small and medium-sized charities, where the Commission has been too
ready to impose its control by statutory means, rather than investigate and remedy the defects reported to
them by concerned trustees.
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3.17 The AfC notes that a seeming paradox emerges from their review of several of their case files. On the
one hand, the Commission, in these cases, failed to investigate, either at all or properly, the evidence of
maladministration drawn to their attention, with consequent costs and losses to the charity in certain cases:
on the other hand “whistle-blower” trustees have experienced the full penalties of the apparently arbitrary
exercise of Commission judicial powers, without any effective means of appeal or redress.

3.18 A classic case of the Commission’s misuse of statutory powers (one of several) relates to a charity
where trustees obtained an injunction to prevent a Receiver andManager making a financial settlement from
charity funds which he had been instructed by Commission Order to execute. The Commission, having
additionally appointed new trustees to take on the management of the charity from the trustees appealing
against their Order, were later faced with a situation in which the trustees they had appointed, in time also
came to oppose the financial settlement the Commission had instructed the Receiver to execute. The result
was that the Commission, belatedly, was obliged to support the new trustees in their opposition to the
financial settlement; and dismiss the Receiver whom they had appointed, at charity expense, to execute the
settlement they sought.

3.19 As a final irony, in the case mentioned above, the claimant of charity funds, whose claims the
Commission had sought to meet by the appointment of the Receiver, made use of the Commission’s new
internal and external complaints procedures to complain about several aspects of the Commission’s conduct.
After securing certain apologies from the Chief Commissioner who had reviewed his complaints, reference
was made to the Independent Complaints Reviewer. Of the 12 complaints the Independent Reviewer
considered, she partially or fully upheld six.

3.20 In her August 2001 report on that case, the Independent Reviewer reached the following conclusion:

“At the end of the review, I am led to conclude that overall this case was very poorly handled. It
has been characterised by changes in approach and direction and the Commission has tried almost
every possible intervention in order to achieve a solution to the problems that were being faced. Its
active intervention has lasted literally for years and the issue of the loans has still not been resolved.
It is difficult to see how this can be a reasonable use of public money.”

In the Association’s view, such a finding could apply to other cases on its files.

3.21 At the conclusion of the same report, the Independent Reviewer made seven recommendations, the
first two of which were recommendations that the Commission offered the complainant an apology for the
shortcomings identified in that report which were not the subject of an earlier apology following the Chief
Commissioner’s review; and a recommendation that the Commission offer a consolatory payment to the
complainant, or if they preferred, the recommended sum could be paid directly to a charity of the
complainant’s choice. The remaining five recommendations related to failures in the Commission’s handling
of the case, with the final recommendation that the Commission use the lessons of that report to inform future
practice and procedure.

The need for swift and decisive Commission action to deal effectively with the serious continuing weaknesses in
investigations work which have led to the misuse of judicial powers

3.22 The AfC believes that it is now clear from the considerable evidence of the NAO Reports, the
IndependentReviewer’sReport fromwhich a quotation appears in paragraph 3.21 above, and from theAfC’s
dossier of some 20 cases, the time has now come for swift and decisive Commission action—and before any
further unnecessary damage occurs to beneficiaries, charities and trustees. The AfC believes that such
management action will need to be taken in relation to the two related areas of inadequate investigatory
performance, and the resultant misuse of the Commission’s judicial powers. The extra million pounds noted
in the NAO Report to be allocated to investigations work may otherwise be wasted; and used to perpetuate
a failing (and failed) area of activity.

3.23 With regard to the continuing investigatory work failures, the AfC considers that a root-and-branch
reform will be required. It would be inexcusable were the next NAO report to have to point to investigation
failures again—while in the meantime more beneficiaries, charities and trustees were being failed.

3.24 Firstly, it is theAfC’s considered view that theHeads of Investigations in the threeCommission offices
should be stood down, and replaced by Investigative Service Managers of proven competence, who are used
to demanding, and obtaining the highest standards of investigatory performance. Such managers, the AfC
believes could be recruited, either on a temporary or permanent basis from established regulatory agencies
with a record of investigative competence, including the NAO, the Audit Commission and the Police Service.
Such appointments could be expected to secure the requisite improvements in staff training, mentoring,
procedural improvements and effective monitoring, to gain full value from the additional £1 million (a 31 per
cent increase) proposed for investigatory work.

3.25 Secondly, given the damage to the lives, livelihood, heath and safety of those affected by the exercise
of such powers, the AfC considers that in every case where the use of such powers is under consideration, the
Commission Board should, upon a report, determine what exercise, if any, of its judicial powers would be
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requisite. By this means, the AfC believes, confidence in the integrity of charity, and of the Commission’s
exercise of its judicial powers will be increased; and the Court’s assumptions that it was the Commissioners
(and not the Commission officers) whowere so acting, would be validated. [Note: the 1993 Act grants judicial
powers to the Commissioners.]

3.26 The Association believes that the action proposed to secure investigations of the requisite quality,
together with the accountability resulting from the Commission Board’s consideration of every proposed use
of judicial powers, should serve to protect beneficiaries; encourage the greater and proper use of the
Commissioners’ statutory powers; and make the most effective, efficient and economical use of the public
funds allocated to this function.

4. A F L   L  R F  C   V S

4.1 The NAO Report reviewed issues relating to the economy, efficiency and effectiveness of how the
Commission has performed in its present regulatory role. It did not set out to address the more fundamental
and wider-ranging issue of what changes might be appropriate to “enable the existing and new not-for-profit
organisations to thrive and grow; to encourage the development of new types of organisation; and to ensure
public confidence in the sector”—so as to “help to secure a strong, independent and diverse sector, capable
both of challenging Government and working with it where appropriate”. These are the stated aims of the
current PIU review.

4.2 The AfC, together with many other organisations with an interest in the health and development of
this sector, will be making a submission to the PIU. It will be neither appropriate nor necessary, in this
submission to the PAC, to attempt to cover the same ground as will be covered in the PIU submission.

4.3 At the same time, the AfC welcomes the PIU’s recognition that “there are growing public demands for
greater openness and accountability”. [PIU statementModernising the Legal and Regulatory Framework for
Charities and the Voluntary Sector—the Case for Further Reform]. One of the three key objectives of the
Commission is “to improve the governance, accountability, efficiency and effectiveness of charities” (NAO
Report 1.5). The AfC believes that “Physician heal thyself” (St Luke 4, 23) has a particular force for the
Commission.How can theCommission be expected to improve the governance, accountability, efficiency and
effectiveness of charities until it puts its “own house” in order by performing effectively and with integrity in
its investigatory role and the exercise of its judicial powers?

4.4 The Commission’s effective lack of accountability for its decisions—particularly give the decision of
the Courts that they would not review Commission conduct or decisions in appeals against Commission
Orders—makes it difficult to envisage the likelihood of further trustee appeals, or of the chances of success
were any such appeals to be made to the Courts. Given the already formidable obstacles facing any trustee
attempting to challenge Commission Orders, the AfC claims that the necessity for appeals to go before the
High Court needs to be subject to review and alteration.

4.5 The AfC draws attention to arrangements in force in other fields of regulation: even where regulatory
agencies do not have the substantial judicial powers of the Commissioners—and where appellants are not
faced with the virtually insuperable obstacles in bringing appeals. The Association questions why it should
be necessary for appeals against Commission conduct, decisions and Orders to be dealt with by the High
Court alone, when elsewhere appellants can appear before independent tribunals, or seek alternative dispute
resolution without reference to the Courts.

4.6 Appeals to an independent tribunal could remove the virtually insuperable obstacles facing an
appellant; and achieve an outcome in a greater reduced timeframe, and with greatly reduced costs to all
parties. [Note: The present “High Court only” appeals can result, and have resulted in costs of over £200,000
and extend over a period of some four years. While such appeals provide substantial fees for the lawyers
representing the parties, it is difficult to see what benefits they provide for charities and trustees.]

4.7 In summary, the AfC believes that the present appeals arrangements are characterised by the following
defects. They are:

— unparalleled: the Commission possesses relatively greater powers, without recourse to the Courts,
than the Police. In no other area of activity known to the Association is it possible for decisions,
involving those relating to the life, health and safety of people and animals (in respect of charity
beneficiaries), to be made by a small and poorly-performing public service organisation (in the field
of investigations). The Commission also acts as prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner in relation
to the removal of charity trustees without there being any viable means of appeal against such
decisions;

— unaccountable: Commission officers and the Commissioners appear to be unaccountable for their
decisions—except to the High Court—which has declined to consider either their conduct or the
circumstances in which they reached such decisions;
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— unsatisfactory: the present arrangements fail to provide any effective safeguard to ensure that the
Commission exercises its regulatory powers competently, fairly and in the interests of the charities
it regulates;

— unsuited: the present arrangements appear unsuited to the proper requirements of a regulatory
system; or to the needs of charities, trustees, beneficiaries, volunteers, charity workers and
supporters to be served;

— unlawful (possibly): under the EuropeanHumanRights legislation and theHumanRights Act 1998,
it is highly doubtful if a trustee, removed by Commission Order, could obtain a fair and proper
hearing from the Commission acting as prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner;

— uneconomic: High Court and Court of Appeal hearings against Commission Orders are
extremely costly:

— to the public purse: through the preparation for Court appeals by the Commission, Treasury
Solicitor and Attorney-General, with the possibility that certain adverse Court costs may be
borne by the public purse;

— to trustees: if their appeals against Commission Orders fail and they have all costs awarded
against them;

— to charities: if noReceiver is in post and charity funds are used for the appeals; or if Court costs
are awarded against the charity;

— unnecessary: the present regulatory arrangements are unnecessary because there are other well-
established and well-tried methods of regulation and appeal which are far less complicated, less
time-consuming and less costly to all concerned.

4.8 The AfC believes that it is possible, desirable and indeed, essential for the present legal and regulatory
framework for charities and the voluntary sector to be reviewed; and for a framework to be designed from
first principles to avoid the defects and deficiencies of the current arrangements. The AfC trusts that the PIU,
the Government and Parliament, with the support of the Committee, will address this issue.

Mr John Weth
Chairman
The Association for Charities

November 2001
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